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ABSTRACT
A variety of methods have been devised for the
measurement of the smoothness of paper. These are
reviewed and summarized in this work. Of the available
methods, two of the most widely used have been selected
for study. The air-leak method exemplified by the
Sheffield instrument, and the nip-spreading method of
the IGT printability tester are specifically presented
and performed. The data obtained in empirical
experiments are statistically analyzed and plotted, so
as to determine if there is a functional relationship
between the responses of these two methods. A linear
relationship between the two is shown to be an
appropriate model. This paper also indicates the
predictability of gravure printing quality on the basis
of paper smoothness/roughness. The percentage of
missing cells of the gravure prints are shown to be
related to both forms of smoothness/roughness
measurement. 78% of the gravure cell skipping data
variation as printed by the IGT printability tester is
attributable to smoothness/roughness measurement. The
remaining amount of variation is associated with error
or untested factors. Compressibility and oil
absorbency of paper should be further studied and
incorporated into similar studies. It is expected that
the addition of these variables would improve
laboratory prediction of gravure printability as
defined by cell skipping.
Abstract approved>X^^/gxV-^>-^^ thesis advisor
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The most universally accepted substrate for
printing is paper. Much of the knowledge of the world
is recorded on paper. It is paradoxical that the
material on which so much information is recorded is
difficult to characterize for a positive prediction of
printing quality. From the standpoint of printing
quality, smoothness is generally recognized as one of
the most important properties of paper. Smoothness
has an influence on both the functional and the
appearance properties of paper. There are many paper
characteristics thought to affect printing quality.
These properties include paper dusting, linting,
hardness, smoothness, absorptivity, etc. Each is
determined on an independent basis.
Among the properties that are measurable, the
degree of surface smoothness is of first rank
importance. It is generally recognized that good
smoothness is required for letterpress and gravure
printing. Smoothness is desired because the
depressions in rough sheets are difficult to fill with
ink, resulting in speckle, or non-printing areas where
printing is expected in solid printed areas or a lack
of definition in halftones. Although a number of other
attributes of print quality are important, these other
features are likely to be ignored if a reproduction
print has poor ink coverage.
Definition
Smoothness is defined as the property of a surface
determined by the degree to which it is free of
irregularities,3
while roughness may be defined as the
deviation of a surface from an ideal plane or
cylindrical reference surface (compare with
smoothness).
4 Both definitions refer to the same
characteristics, i.e., the degree of smoothness.
For practical and scientific purposes, a
description of any form of measurement should include:
how the position of the reference surface is to be
determined; by what parameter the deviation is to be
measured; and the range of wavelengths to be
considered. For smoothness/roughness measurement, the
magnitude and mode of application of any force on the
paper surface must be specified because paper is
deformed by pressure. Due to the application of the
pressure the hardness of the backing material is quite
critical. On the print side of the paper, the pressure
could be concentrated on the relatively small-scale
surface projections. However, if the material backing
the paper being measured is soft enough, the pressure
on the back of the paper is uniformly distributed
despite thickness variations.
One object of measuring roughness is to predict
the thickness of ink required to fill the deepest pits
in the paper surface. If the paper surface is
non-absorbent and the ink can flow readily over it,
then the arithmetic mean gap between plate and paper
would equal the volume of ink needed per unit area to
fill all surface voids. However, if the paper is
absorbent, allowing ink to penetrate its surface
without any cross-flow, the thickness of ink reguired
to achieve complete coverage would equal the maximum
gap between paper and plate within the area to be
printed. 5
During printing processes, mechanical forces are
exerted on the paper, causing deformation of the
surface structure. It is important, therefore, to
measure the paper under pressure. Paper is
compressible and its smoothness increases under
pressure. In other words, the property of interest is
smoothness under compression, preferable under
circumstances closely related to printing conditions.
A second feature of the printing process is that
the ink film may be able to reach into the surface, and
in effect, level out the inequalities. The ink film
itself has an effect on what is seen. This is true for
Letterpress or Lithographic printing, but not for
Gravure in which the paper surface must be able to
contact a cell containing ink which is actually
slightly below the surface of the gravure roll.
There are many approaches used for the evaluation
factors that govern the print quality. One such
approach includes the evaluation of the faithfulness of
reproduction sharpness, contrast, and unevenness of the
printed product. The former three out of the four
evaluation factors, i.e., faithfulness, sharpness, and
contrast, have been objectively defined in many
studies. The unevenness in the highlight in a gravure
print consists of missing dots called skips or
speckles. In the overall evaluation, each missing dot
holds its independent significance so that the sum
total of missing dots per unit area could be the
6
expression of visual evaluation.
One more important variable to cope with during
any printing process is printing speed. Fortunately,
printing speed can be reproducibly adjusted on a press.
This paper describes in detail the experimental
work carried out for the purpose of comparing the
response of the Sheffield instrument and IGT
printability tester for the measurement of the
smoothness of the paper.
Thesis Objectives
The objectives of the study are:
(1) to establish a functional relationship,
if any between the results obtained by
the Sheffield, and the IGT methods.
(2) to determine if gravure printing quality
can be predicted on the basis of the
smoothness and/or roughness of paper.
The results obtained in this experiment will be
presented in tabular and graphic form, and a
statistical interpretation of the data will be given.
FOOTNOTES FOR CHAPTER ONE
1 Roehr, Walter H., Tappi 38, No. 11: 660-664
(Nov. 1955)
2
Bureau, William H., "What the Printer Should Know
About Paper," Graphic Arts Technical
Foundation, p. 91
3 "The Dictionary of Paper," Third Edition,
American Paper and Pulp Association, 1965,
p. 408.
"Technical Information," Paper Technology, TMI
58-32, p. 126
5 Ibid.
6 Akio Yanagawa, "Study on Print Quality-Unevenness
of Gravure Prints," p. 21
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LITERATURE REVIEW ON METHODS
FOR MEASURING SMOOTHNESS
It is well known that the surface characteristics
of paper have a significant effect on the final quality
of the printing product. Some papermakers try to
evaluate the printing characteristics of paper by
defining a printability index resulting from the
development of smoothness measuring instruments.
Research on smoothness measurement continues with
apparently increased intensity, giving witness to the
importance of this property of paper. Instruments and
methods for the quantitive or qualitative evaluation of
smoothness have been devised by which one can get an
impression of paper smoothness. Some common useful
methods are based on the following principles. 1
Principles of Several Measuring Methods
( 1 ) optical averaging using oblique
illumination, including visual inspection
(unaided eye, hand lens, binocular
microscope, photomacrography, ) and photocell
methods (glossmeter, surface fuzz);
(2) friction, such as feel or the frictional
force between metal and paper or two paper
surfaces;
(3a) profile amplification, by means _ of a rider
with optical or electrical magnification of
the rider movement, (brush prof ilometer ) , by
using a micrometer focusing adjustment, or
by using a photometer over the microscope
and oblique illumination of the paper;
(3b) profile integration, using rider and
electrical or mechanical magnification, but
with single valued output rather than a
profile curve (Brush Surface Analyzer);
(4) electrical capacitance, in which the
capacitance of a condenser consisting of
the test specimen between two brass plates
is compared with the capacitance with
mercury (or graphite) replacing the upper
plate;
(5) optical contact area between a paper
surface and a glass prism or plate which is
pressed against the paper surface (Prior,
Davis, Chapman);
(6) ink contact area by means of a proof press
the drawdown technigue, or a roller;
(7) air flow through capillaries or channels
formed between the paper surface and an
optically flat surface pressed against the
paper surface (Bekk, Sheffield, Williams,
Gurley, Bendtsen).
In addition to the above mentioned methods, there
are others listed in the literature:
1. The Bruderhaus smoothness meter
It is a new, optical type, smoothness
measuring instrument which makes it possible to
determine web smoothness in the laboratory. This
instrument is marketed by Bruderhaus (on line, and as a
laboratory instrument also being sold by Paul Lippke
KG, Nevwied, West Germany) and can be used for
continuous on-line measurements in the mill, with the
aid of a modified measuring head.
3 Incident on the
paper surface at a definite angle is a parallel beam of
monochromatic light, and the width of the cone of
9reflected scattered light is used as a measure of the
4
smoothness of the paper surface.
2. MAN Test (also known as customer's printing
5
test)
The MAN print test is a controlled letterpress
printing method and is designed essentially for the
6
assessment of printing smoothness. The principle of
this test is to simulate a commercial printing
operation as closely as possible and predict the
. .
7
printability of the paper.
3. IGT Printability Tester: Nip-spreading and
8
other filling-in methods. (Discussion of
this method is given in the later pages.)
9
Lashof and Mandel presented an article and stated as
follows:
"... Fetsko reported that using the
ink-transfer parameter at low ink-film
thicknesses for comparison, none of the
smoothness test studied ranked all of the
stoc s in the proper order. She included the
following methods: Bekk, Gurley, Sheffield,
Bendtsen, Brush surface analyzer, Chapman,
Scheid, Hull drawdowns, and surface
photomicrographs. Hyvarimen, et al. obtained
a relationship between minimum
compressibility and smoothness required for
satisfactory photo-gravure printing. Prince
used multiple regression analysis to show
that the total variance in the printability
of newsprint is determined by smoothness more
than by any other physical property. Luey,
studying printability of cylinder machine
boxboard, has related the extrapolated value
of ink-film thickness at an impression of
0.001 in. to visual smoothness as measured
by the Scheid smoothness tester.
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Maynard and Newman compared the Bendtsen,
Bekk, and Talysurf instruments with
subjective assessment of smoothness and
found that the Bendtsen correlated best
when using nine different papers, but that
all three instruments correlated equally
well with subjective smoothness when five
slightly different sheets of the same paper
were evaluated. This is similar to the
conclusion of Tetsko that several tests may
be useful for quality control purposes but
that no available empirical test for
evaluating smoothness is applicable to all
types of papers. For white patent-coated
paperboard in letterpress printing of solids,
the Sheffield and Bendtsen methods appear to
offer the best compromises between the
several requirements of routine control
testing.
. . . Troger investigated the effect of
relative humidity variations on smoothness
of stored paper, and the dependence of
smoothness on temperature of 65% R.H.
Bott provided a theoretical explanation
of Troger" s observation that the smoothness
of paper increased with increasing
temperature. "
The air-flow methods have been the most popular
among the various methods for determining paper
smoothness. The Bekk method, in particular, had been
widely used as the standard in government and in
industry specifications for decades until the Sheffield
method was developed and put in use in the industry.
In the same paper Lashof and Mandel made a
comparative study on the Bekk and Sheffield smoothness
testers. A relationship between these two methods was
found. The two instruments have approximately equal
performance as judged by the sensitivity criteria, but
11
the Sheffield instrument is preferable because it is
10
five to ten times as fast.
A comparative study of the Sheffield method and
IGT method of measuring paper smoothness/roughness will
be accomplished in this paper. Both methods are
popular, and no such study has ever been made comparing
these two popular methods.
Preliminary Studies Sheffield Method
The preliminary work with the Sheffield paper
smoothness gauge includes the examination of the
manufacturer's recommended operating conditions, the
sensitivity of the gauge to adjustments, and the effect
11
of the relative humidity of the compressed air.
Unlike other smoothness testers, the Sheffield
tester requires adjustment and calibration each time it
is put into service. Three adjustments must be made
for each scale of the Sheffield tester: pressure,
amplification, and position.
Since each of these affects the others,
readjustment of any one requires that the
others be checked and, if necessary,
adjusted. Furthermore, the amplification and
position settings are quite sensitive to
small adjustments and even to slight sideways
pressure on the valves. Thus, the
calibration and adjustment of theSheffield
tester can be a tedious and annoying
operation, but as discussed below, this
calibration and adjustment procedure can be
greatly simplified when the
tester is in
daily use.
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After the initial adjustment the test may
drift out of calibration. In order to
correct for this drift, the manufacturer
recommends that first the pressure valve be
adjusted so that the mercury gauge indicates
a pressure of 1.50 p.s.i., and that after
this adjustment the valves that control
amplification and position be adjusted. If
this procedure is followed, the latter two
valves will usually require considerable
adjustment a tedious operation as previously
stated. This operation can usually be
eliminated or reduced to a minimum after the
first calibration by adjusting the pressure
valve not to obtain the correct pressure but
to obtain the correct position. It will then
be found that the amplification needs little
or no adjustment and that the pressure is
very nearly correct.
. . . It was observed that the initial
Sheffield smoothness valve changed with time,
more or less rapidly, depending on the
material. Since, in general, the rate of
change decreased with time, it was thought
that some particular waiting time before
reading might give more reproducible results
than other times. . . .
In order to determine whether the difference
between the 16% R.H. of the compressed air
and the 50% R.H. of the conditioning
atmosphre could account for the change in
Sheffield reading with time, tests were made
at several relative humidities by allowing
the compressed air to bubble through
saturated solutions of various salts. The
results are shown as expected, the least
change in the Sheffield reading with time
occurred when the relative humidity of the
compressed air was near 50%. . . .
There is no evidence that the use of the
humidifier improved the precision of the
observations. . . . Without further
evidence, it appears that the most convenient
procedure, avoiding the necessity of
constructing a humidifier, is to read the
float position at the earliest practical
moment but always at the same time after
lowering the smoothness head.
13
Fig. 1 Sheffield paper smoothness tester, standard
three-column instrument.
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Fig. 2 The Sheffield paper smoothness tester scale
with range of zero to 400 air flow units,
equivalent to from 10,000 to less than 1 sec.
by the air leak method.
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Preliminary Studies-IGT Method
The determination of the roughness by the IGT
method is based on the fact that if the
duration of the contact between water and
paper is kept very short, water, will not be
absorbed by the pores of the paper surface,
this in contrast to oil. So if a drop of
water is rolled out at high speed between two
identical strips of paper, a blot will be
formed the size of which will be determined
by the roughness, and of course, by the
volume of the water drop as well.
In the application of this method, with the
aid of the IGT printability tester, a small,
accurately determined, quantity of water is
15
spread over the paper, forming an oval spot
by filling the surface irregularities. With
the nip-spreading method for roughness
determination, water is used instead of the
usual organic liquid.
It was found that when the water is applied
very quickly, i.e., when the time of
interaction between paper and liquid was
short, the water ( = 72.8 dyne/cm at 20 C, =
1 c poise, cos < 1 ) has no opportunity to
penetrate into the capillary spaces of the
paper. The results of this procedure is a
measure of only the roughness of the paper
surface.
Absorption within the body of the paper after
the spot is formed has no influence on the
subsequent measurement of the surface of the
spot.
Fig. 3 Testing the
roughness of a
paper with the
IGT printability
tester.
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George, Oppenheimer, and Marrara of Gravure
Research Institute stated in the article "Gravure Print
Smoothness Scanner" as follows:
One of the major requirements for a gravure
stock is good print smoothness. Print
smoothness is characterized by the absence of
missing or defective cells in midtones and
highlights. On certain coated papers, only a
few skipped dots in tens of thousands of dots
can greatly detract from the visual
appearance of the printed product. It should
be noted that print smoothness is not
identical with the average mechanical surface
smoothness of the paper or paper bulk
compressibility. The only reliable way to
determine the gravure print smoothness of a
paper experimentally is by printing it under
controlled conditions resembling as closely
as possible the conditions found on
production presses.
As to the factors that produce skipping, the
displacement of a fiber after printing on
uncoated paper sometimes gives the appearance
of a skip. Normally, skips are the result of
poor contact between wet ink near the cell
edges and the paper. After doctoring, the
gravure cells contain premeasured amounts of
liquid ink. Because of doctor drag and
solvent evaporation between doctor and
impression, the ink surface in a cell has the
shape of a concave meniscus. Ink transfer is
initiated by physical contact between wet ink
at the cell edges and the paper. Hence we
find a doughnut-shaped printout of midtones
and highlights in hard-dot gravure. . . .
An early study showed that, as a general
rule, print smoothness improved with higher
pressure per area, i.e., higher linear
impression pressure, harder impression roll
coverings, and smaller diameter impression
rolls. It also showed that print smoothness
deteriorated on engravings with smaller
cells. The relationship between the size or
surface depressions and the incidence of
skipping on board was established. It was
found that depressions which under pressure
17
were smaller than a cell unit did not greatly
contribute to visual skipping. The often
poor correlation between air leak smoothness
and printing smoothness was attributed to the
contribution of small surface defects to air
leakage. The reasons for skipping on coated
papers were explained by Miller and Plante.
Most skips were associated with "troughs"
(long wave depressions) and small sharp
"pits" and "logs" (fiber bundles, shives,
etc.) protruding above the paper surface.
The occurrence of "speckle" in highlight and
mid-tone areas is one of the major paper guality
problems in gravure printing. These white spots in the
print can be caused by roughness in the paper surface,
which prevents complete paper contact with the gravure
14
printing cylinder. Therefore, ink transfer from
gravure cells will not be made to the non-contact areas
of the paper. In order to minimize the occurrence of
cell skipping, paper used for gravure printing should
be very smooth. For the purposes of quality control
and product development, it is important to
characterize the paper smoothness for gravure print.
This is most frequently done with the aid of air-leak
roughness testers such as the Bekk, Sheffield methods,
or the nip-spreading method such as that allowed by the
IGT printability tester.
18
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CHAPTER III
HYPOTHESIS (RESEARCH QUESTIONS
AND DESIGN OF EXPERIMENT)
Research Questions
A. The basic initial research question is the
following: "Is there a relationship between the
responses of the Sheffield method and the IGT method
for measurement of paper smoothness/roughness?" If the
answer is positive, then the first hypothesis states
that there is a simple linear relationship between the
Sheffield response and the IGT response.
Since the Sheffield instrument and the IGT
printability tester are both used for measuring paper
smoothness/roughness, and both are widely used in the
industry, the author suspects correlation between the
response of these two methods .
Hypothesis 1 :
There is a simple linear (straight line)
relationship between the Sheffield response and the IGT
response for smoothness/roughness measurement. It is
assumed that the relationship between the two methods
of measuring paper surface irregularity can be
expressed mathematically. If the y values are linearly
related to the x values, this researcher hypothesizes a
"true" line of regression according to
20
y = a + b x, where
y = IGT response
x = Sheffield response
a = the value of y at the
intercept, i.e., at the
point where x = 0
b = the constant value for
the slope of the line
I
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Sheffield Response
Figure 4. Expected relationship between the functional
response of these two methods.
If the relationship between the two measured
variables is not linear, the initial hypothesis is
rejected and the relationship of the two variables will
be estimated on the basis of the experimental data.
B. The second research question is the following:
"Can gravure printing quality be predicted on the basis
of paper
smoothness/roughness?"
To deal with this question, a short discussion
about missing or defective cells on various paper
samples is appropriate. The total number of skips can
21
be determined precisely and agrees with subjective
visual assessment of speckle severity. Gravure
printing quality on coated paper is expected to be
better than that on uncoated paper due to the
smoothness of coated paper.
For gravure printing, there can be no ink transfer
from gravure cells to paper in non-contact areas.
Therefore, speckle in gravure prints, which is often
referred to as cell skipping, can be used as a response
for gravure print quality. This print quality
attribute is thought to be associated with the
smoothness of the paper surface.
Hypothesis 2:
If the paper surface is smooth, then the result
will be a better expected quality of the Gravure print;
if the paper surface is rough, then a poorer printed
quality will result.
Design of Experiment
A. Two different methods for measuring the
smoothness/roughness of the paper are applied. These
are the Sheffield instrument and the IGT method as
previously described.
The data obtained generated by measurement of
paper with a wide apparent degree of
smoothness/roughness plotting the IGT response against
the Sheffield response shall be used to determine the
22
functional relationship of these two measuring methods.
The line of best fit for the experimental data will be
estimated.
B. The paper measured for smoothness/roughness will be
printed by IGT A-, printability tester. The printed
paper coated and uncoated, will be inspected with a
Graphic Arts Inspector, on which, the quantitative and
qualitative effect of the missing cells can be viewed.
The Graphic Arts Inspector is a projection magnifier
providing a magnified view of 23X. It is expected that
a smoother paper will always result in a better
printing quality on the basis of the missing or
defective cells.
23
FOOTNOTE FOR CHAPTER THREE
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Board," Tappi, Vol. 63, No. 9, Sept. 1980, p. 125,
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CHAPTER IV
METHODOLOGY
A. A Sheffield paper smoothness gauge and an IGT
printability tester are used to measure paper
smoothness/roughness respectively. Results obtained in
this experiment are presented in tabular and graphic
form. The data on the x axis is the Sheffield response
and the y axis is the result of IGT measurement.
Coefficient of determination, regression analysis,
and correlation coefficient were calculated to help
determine the degree of association of the experimental
data.
All coated and uncoated paper were measured in the
machine and cross direction of the paper. Various
kinds of paper were reguired to generate the full range
of smoothness characteristics.
With the Sheffield method, we simply read the
float position of the bubble at the earliest practical
moment .
2
As for the IGT method, the following experiment
was performed:
Using the IGT printability tester two strips of
paper were placed in the clamp with the identical sides
facing each other.
One strip was mounted over the 2 cm. wide aluminum
disc, the other over the rubber blanket on the sector.
25
In order to prevent the water from penetrating
into the paper in the time interval between applying
the water drop and nip spreading, a drop of lacguer was
placed on the strip first mentioned.
Using a micro-syringe, a known amount of distilled
water stained with trypane blue (1 g/100 ml) is placed
on the (dry) lacquer. The volume of water used depends
on the smoothness of the paper, the normal amount
ranges from 1.00 - 3.00 ul. By having the printing
force adjusted to 40 kg and the spring drive in
position B (high speed), the water drop is spread over
the paper, producing an oval spot. The surface area of
the spot is determined. IGT claims that the surface
area of this spot is well approximated by using the
following formula:
surface area = 0.85 x 1 x b
1 = spot length
b = spot width halfway down
the length
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Fig. 5 Length and breadth of a blot
The roughness of the paper can be calculated by
using the following equation:
R = ul
3 2
x 1000 = cm /m
0.85 x 1 x b x 2
where R = Roughness
ul = Volume of water stained with trypane
blue placed on the (dry) lacquer
B. IGT printability tester A2 was used with the IGT
gravure attachment in place for printing the
smoothness/roughness measured paper samples. Both
coated and uncoated were printed using this apparatus.
On the basis of the printed paper samples, we shall
determine the quantity and quality of the missing
cells. The evaluation of the printing quality will be
viewed and determined on the basis of missing dots.
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3
Principle of the Gravure Printing Attachment
A gravure form is fitted on the sector of the
printability tester. After a drop of ik has
been placed on the gravure form, the ink is
distributed and wiped with a doctor blade,
and a print is made, all in one revolution.
The paper is attached to a coated rubber
disc, also serving as the impression
cylinder. The pressure between form and
cylinder is adjustable. The doctor-blade
support keeps the pressure of the doctor
blade constant. The ink is distributed by a
nylon distributor blade. The advantage of
this method is the short interval between
application of the ink and printing, thus
practically eliminating evaporation, and
keeping the composition of the ink constant.
Fig. 6 The IGT gravure printing attachment.
Procedure
- Mounting the gravure printing attachment
Insert and tighten the gravure printing strip in
the packing clamp on the printing
sector.
Mount the doctor-blade support (with blades).
Turn the doctor-blade support until
the doctor
blade rests on the gravure strip.
- Inking and Printing
Adjust the printing
impression to the optimum
pressure.
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Apply a drop of gravure ink in the nip between
the distributor blade and gravure strip.
Turn the printing sector by hand at a uniform
speed immediately after applying the ink.
- Evaluation of the Printed Result
By the use of Graphic Arts Inspector, the
quantitative and qualitative effect of the
missing cells can be determined.
This device allows determination of the
number of missing cells within an area where
the number of cells is known.
This is by a visual count of the cells that
are missing.
The result can be visually inspected with ease.
A sampling of the printed paper strips was
accomplished to include a full range of the previously
determined smoothness/roughness values for visual
inspection with the Graphic Arts Inspector. Twenty-one
out of the total thirty-one different printed strips
were selected. The number of missing cells, within a
fixed area of containing 1600 cells were counted. A
missing cell percentage for each strip was obtained and
listed in a data table.
In order to illustrate the quantitative and
qualitative effect of the missing cells, representative
samples were photographed and were shown in Figure 10
for reader's reference.
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Serial No.
Paper Strip
Measured
(Sajgple No. )
Volume (ul)
Placed on
Mlcrosyrlnge
length
of
Blot
Width
of
Blot
IGT
Roughness
X in cm3/m_
Sheffield
Saoothness
Mean Value [
Grain Direction Measured i
IGT Conditions)
1. Printing foroei kO kg
(Pressure)
2. Spring drive Position B (High Speed)
(Velocity)
Table 1 Data Table for IOT Roughness vaf Sheffield Snoothnesa
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FOOTNOTES FOR CHAPTER FOUR
Sheffield Paper Smoothness Gauge, Application Data,
The Sheffield Corporation.
2
The IGT Method for Determination of the Roughness
of Paper, Research Institute for the Printing and
Allied Industries TNO, Publication 25.
3
IGT Information Leaflet W 34, Publication of the
Research Institute for Printing & Allied
Industries TNO, April 1970.
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CHAPTER V
RESULTS
In order to insure the accuracy of the
smoothness/roughness results, these measurements were
repeated several times for each type of paper. The
average of these data was used as the response for each
data point. The data generated by the two different
methods for measuring the smoothness/roughness of the
various kinds of paper used in this study are tabulated
in Appendix A. The average values are listed in Table
2 and are plotted to show the IGT response vs.
Sheffield response for measuring the
smoothness/roughness of the paper in Figure 7.
To measure the fitness of the regression line for
the data, the square of the Pearson product-moment
9
correlation coefficient (R ) is used to interpret the
relationship of the two methods for measuring the paper
2 .
smoothness. R measures the percentage variation in
the data explained by the regression line y = a + bx.
When
R2
= 1, the regression explains 100% of the total
2 ...
variation, when R =0, the regression is independent
2 .
of the data. In other words, if R is closer to one, a
higher degree of linear association between x and y is
indicated. The Sheffield and IGT responses, are then
said to be significantly associated at levels of
sufficiently higher R. If the relationship between the
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two measured responses is not linear, a more complex
regression curve should be considered.
Serial No. IGT Response Sheffield Response
0101
0102
0103
0104
0201
0202
0203
0204
.4491
4.7946
.407
4.714
.4058
6.4886
.4043
6.799
31.72
214.98
33.38
211.99
3.63
215.66
4.69
216.08
0301
0302
5.4261
5.4406
159.92
164.38
0401
0402
0403
0404
.3708
7.1333
.3922
6.6175
3.60
215.15
3.35
212.49
0501
0502
6.813
7.357
265.29
262.08
0601
0602
1.4276
1.5351
97.81
96.56
0701
0702
10.2195
10.3380
364.06
364.72
0800 6.3125 181.66
0901
0902
3.3978
3.7838
84.03
125.10
1000 .9404 61.35
1100 .9353 71.62
1200 3.1322 80.89
1300 1.0796 68.95
1400 6.5716 276.91
1500 8.5608 390.58
1600 9.0805 409.75
1700 6.3850 152.39
Table 2: Average smoothness/roughness measured by
IGT printability tester and Sheffield
instrument.
Computation with the aid of a computer indicates
that the Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient
(R) is 0.94815. On the basis of regression analysis,
calculation of R and
R2
, a more complex regression
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model than the simple linear one is not necessary. The
first hypothesis is therefore accepted, that is, a
simple linear relationship exists between the Sheffield
response and the IGT response. This confirms the first
hypothesis presented in Chapter Three.
The computer output of the regression line is
given as
y = a + bx where a = coefficient of the
intercept of the line
b = coefficient of the slope
of the line
y = 0.29064 + 0.02551 x
where y = IGT response
x = Sheffield response
On the basis of this equation the response of the IGT
instrument can be predicted from the Sheffield
response. For example, the smoothness of one kind of
paper, which is 215.66 on Sheffield instrument, will be
y = 0.29064 + 0.02551 (215.6) = 5.7905 on IGT response.
2
The coefficient of determination, R , is 0.89899.
This indicates that 89.9% of all the variation in the
data is attributable to a relationship between the
responses of the Sheffield and IGT methods. The
remaining variation is associated with experimental
error or other untested factors.
The computer output is shown in Appendix B.
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The 95% confidence limits for the true mean value
of IGT for a given Sheffield value is given by
y + t (n-2, 0.975) (Se) where t (n-2, 0.975) is the
97.5% point of a student t-distribution, with (n-2)
degree of freedom for n observation. Se is the
estimated standard error of y at a specific value x.
2
The value Se is calculated by the following formula:
Se = S [ 1 + (x - x)2,]
h
n (x - x)
where x = H x
n
s = [2_y -
(ay)2
] / (n - 2)
n
The confidence limits (the loci are shown on Fig.
7) for the regression line is listed as follows:
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B. Using the paper samples measured for
smoothness/roughness gravure printing was accomplished
using the IGT printability tester and the IGT gravure
attachment. A sampling of these printed strips was
selected to curve the full range of
smoothness/roughness for evaluation using the Graphic
Arts Inspector. The number of missing cells on each
sample were counted in fixed fields of 1600 gravure
cells each and the percentage of missing cells was
calculated. These results are shown in Table 3. The
percentage of missing cells versus IGT roughness
measurement and Sheffield smoothness response are
plotted on Figure 8 and 9 respectively.
The regression theory of this part is about the
same as Part A. No more interpretation is needed.
On the basis of Table 3, we can easily see the if
the smoothness/roughness of the IGT measurement is
below 0.5 and below 50 on the Sheffield, the missing
cell percentage is 0. At the other end of the scale
the printed cells on some of the roughest paper are
difficult to count due to the increase of missing cells
caused by paper surface roughness. Therefore, we can
say that the smoother the paper,
the better printing
guality of the gravure print;
the rougher the paper,
the poorer the printed result. Micro-photographs of
some of the samples are shown in Figure 10. These
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pictures indicate that the smaller the smoothness
value, the more solid the printed cell, resulting in
more distinct dots.
Regression analysis as shown in Appendix C
indicates the simple linear eguation does not fit the
data well. Several other models were tried and a
second order polynomial eguation appears to be the best
2
choice producing an acceptable R with the line of
regression fitting the data reasonably well.
The computer output of the regression curves are
given by
y = 0.059 + 0.3173 x + 0.574 x
where x = IGT response
y = percent of missing cells
R2
= 0.7825
and
2
y = 0.0638 + 9.204-03 x + 3.743-05 x
where x = Sheffield response
y = Missing cell percentage
= 0.7778
The confidence limits for the regression curves
are listed as follows:
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IGT EST. CELLS LOWER LIMIT UPPE9 LIMIT
0.3 75 6 J. 0 6 52 * . o ) j : 1. 1566
0.3922 -|.J728 i . n j o 1.H06
0.4043 1.0771 o.u v.c 1. t429
0.4C58 l.'itlh i". , J-0 1.'432
0.407,/ : . : 7 a i *.jr,; 1. 1435
0.449i :.: ) S2 '. . j .0 1. 1515
1.427b -, . 5 C 3 1 r . -1 r- l.'lb*
1.5351 J .55 4c
"
. 3 ) , 3 1 . 1447
1.3978 1 .tlbll C . > n 5 2 ?. 3571
4.714J '.hb'o 2. j j 35 3. 3617
*. 794o ?.75lo 2. ,697 (. '335
5.4261 5. 3160 '.5 9 99 4.^361
5.44/6 3.3316 ?.bl23 4. "5 08
6.488a 4.3741 3.54t>7 5. '0 15
6.6175 4.5 111
4.7071
'.6671 5. '553
6.799J 3.8389 5.^753
e.Mi; 4.7224 <.B53 5.c924
7.1333 1.376i 4.1o25 i. '9J5
7.3570 5.3334 4. 3144 o. '823
8. 5606 6.8 0 60 3.6593 7.9531
10.2195 ).n?3 7.o553 l).':592
SHEFFIELD EST.CELLS LOWER LIMIT LPPER Ll^lT
3.35C0 0.0927
3.6C00 0.095C
3.6300 0.0953
4.6900 0.1052
31.7200 0.3o64
33.3800 0.4054
84.0300 1.085-.
96.56C0 1.283
97.8100 1.3043
159.9200 2.4652
164.3800 2.559/
211.9900 3.6612
212.4900 3.6736
214.98C0 3.7360
215.1500 3.7403
215.66C0 3.7531
216.08C0 3 ./6 3/
262.0800 5.0032
265.2900 5.0957
364.06CO 3.3164
3*0.5800 9.3057
0..0300
c .0000
Q .0000
0 . 0 3 O C
0..oouo
0,.00JC
0..Hit
0,.5262
0..549?
1.
1.. _ 1 1 6
2..9364
2,.9175
2 .9732
2 .9770
o
.9 885
-i .9979
4 .0708
4,.1582
6..9125
r,.7632
1..2109
1..2120
1..2122
1..2171
1,.3769
1..3837
1..8797
2,.0417
2..0531
3..1417
3..2379
4 . 4130
4..4297
* ' .4988
.50354.
4 . 5178
.5295
.9277
6,.0331
9,.7204
10..3431
The loci of these limits are shown on Figure 8 and
9 respectively.
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Missing
IGT Sheffield Cells Missing
Serial No. Response Response Counted Percentage
0101 0.4491 31.72 0 0
0102 4.7946 214.98 194 1.35
0103 0.4070 33.38 0 0
0104 4.7140 211.99 288 2.00
0201 0.4058 3.63 0 0
0202 6.4886 215.66 241 1.68
0203 0.4043 4.69 0 0
0204 6.7990 216.08 450 3.13
0301 5.4261 159.92 711 4.94
0302 5.4406 164.38 779 5.41
0401 0.3708 3.60 0 0
0402 7.1333 215.15 509 3.54
0403 0.3922 3.35 0 0
0404 6.6175 212.49 456 3.17
0501 6.8130 265.29 792 5.50
0502 7.3570 262.08 1055 7.33
0601 1.4276 97.81 86 0.60
0602 1.5351 96.56 87 0.60
0701 10.2195 364.06 1208 8.39
0901 3.3978 84.03 474 3.29
1500 8.5608 390.58 1376 9.56
Total cells counted in the fixed areas: 14400
Table 3: Average percentage of missing gravure cells
in the fixed areas.
(Chemical paper)
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Missing
IGT Sheffield Cells Missing
Serial No. Response Response Counted Percentage
1200 3.1322 80.89 10 0.07
(Newsprint)
1300 1.0796 68.95 8 0.06
(Gravure )
Total cells counted in the fixed areas: 14400
Table 3a: Average percentage of missing gravure cells
in the fixed areas.
(Groundwood paper)
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Figure 10 A
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Serial No.: 0101
IGT Response: 0.4491
Sheffield Response: 31.72
Missing Cells: 0.0%
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Figure 10 B
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Serial No.: 0104
IGT Response: 4.7140
Sheffield Response: 211.99
Missing Cells: 2.0%
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Figure 10 C
Serial No.: 0301
IGT Response: 5.4261
Sheffield Response: 159.92
Missing Cells: 4. 94%
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Figure 10 D
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Serial No. : 0404
IGT Response: 6.6175
Sheffield Response: 212.49
Missing Cells: 3.17%
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Figure 10 E
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Serial No.: 0501
IGT Response: 6.813
Sheffield Response: 265.29
Missing Cells: 5.50%
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Figure 10 F
Serial No. : 0601
IGT Response: 1.4276
Sheffield Response: 97.81
Missing Cells: 0.60%
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Figure 10 G
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Serial No.: 1500
IGT Response: 8.5608
Sheffield Response: 390.58
Missing Cells: 9.56%
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Figure 10 H
Serial No. : 1200
IGT Response: 3.1322
Sheffield Response: 80.89
Missing Cells: 0.07%
(Groundwood Newsprint)
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Figure 10 I
Serial No. : 1300
IGT Response: 1.0796
Sheffield Response: 68.95
Missing Cells: 0.06%
(Groundwood Gravure)
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Figure 10 J Gravure Print with ESA
Figure 10 K Gravure Print Without ESA
FOOTNOTES FOR CHAPTER FIVE
Rickmers, A. D., Todd, H. J., "Statistics (An
Introduction)," p. 266.
2
Draper, N. R., Smith, H., "Applied Regression
Analysis," Second Edition, Chapter I.
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CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION
Conclusion
Data shown in Appendix A indicate that there is
little difference in the values obtained for
smoothness/roughness between the measurement of machine
direction and cross direction of the paper grain.
Therefore, only by measuring the machine direction of
the paper grain can we obtain the accurate data we
need.
From the data plotted in Figure 7 and the R value
obtained by computer output, it indicates that there is
a linear relationship between response of the Sheffield
instrument and IGT Printability Tester for the
measurement of smoothness of the paper. In other
words, these two methods to measure the paper
smoothness are associated with each other as
y = a + bx, y = 0.29064 + 0.02551 x
a = coefficient of the intercept of the line
b = coefficient of the slope of the line
where y = IGT Response
x = Sheffield Response
Data shown in Table 3 and 3a tell us that paper with
smoothness measured and used for prediction of the
gravure printing guality by a count of missing gravure
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cells is limited to chemical pulp only. Groundwood
paper is excluded, because printing with groundwood
paper will generate less skipping cells presumably due
to its compressibility. This response was not
considered in this work, but the effect is shown by two
groundwood sheets which were included in this paper.
Groundwood paper seems to generate better gravure print
quality at rougher levels than the chemical pulp.
Having visually inspected and counted with the aid
of using the Graphic Arts Inspector, this researcher
found that too-rough paper could not be used for the
counting of the missing cells because of the increased
number of complete or partial missing cells making it
difficult to count.
The microphotographs of some of the samples shown
in Figure 10 indicate that the lower the smoothness
value, the more solid the printed cell, resulting in
more distinct dots.
Figure 8 and 9 show the regression curves and 95%
confidence limits for mean value of missing cells
percentage vs. IGT response and Sheffield response
respectively.
Regression analysis indicates the simple linear
equation does not fit the data well. Several other
models were tried and a second degree polynomial
equation appears to be the best choice producing an
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acceptable
R2
with the line of regression fitting the
data reasonably well.
Recommendation
1. As we know, the humidity seriously affects the
Sheffield responses while measuring the
smoothness of the paper. It is suggested that
an air-conditioned and humidity controlled
laboratory be provided.
2. 78% of the gravure cell skipping data
variation as printed by the IGT printability
tester is attributable to roughness measurement.
The remaining amount of variation is associated
with error or untested factors. It is
recommended that compressibility and oil
absorbency of paper be further studied and
incorporated into similar studies. It is
expected that the addition of these variables
would improve laboratory prediction of gravure
printability as defined by cell skipping.
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'
Serial No. o\o\
Paper Strip
Measured
(Sample No. )
Volume (ul)
Placed on
Microsyringe
length
of
Blot
Width
of
Blot
IGT
Roughness
X in cm3/m2
Sheffield
Smoothness
/ 3 /-J- IS 0. fcO-0 ii.6
J /7S 18 c. s(,0Z
2 3
2
/_
o.s/o6
0,4321
_-"X
z in n 0.+37(>
3 2
LS
14*
IS
O.SS76
0. SOf-L
JS.42-
4 1
/Ji frs o.JJ-78 3".X
1
1 11 /J
5 1
1
1 00
1* Ii
oA7DS 3<X-
1 /JJ. /3 D .3X7
Mean Value
Grain Direction Measuredi M D
IGT Conditional
1. Printing force 1 ko kg
(Pressure)
2. Spring drive 1 Position B (High Speed)
(Velocity)
Table 1 Data Table for IGT Roughness vs. Sheffield Smoothness
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Serial No. 0101
Paper Strip Volume (ul) Length Width IGT Sheffield
Measured Placed on of of Roughness Smoothness
(Sample No. ) Microsyringe Blot Blot X in cm3/m2
6 1*7 ix, r O.ijos *7-S
HI 1* 0.3S7&
1*1 I3- o^lll
7 1*7 I* Q.lil-f
JJ"
/** lx o.-fl 8
1 0+ t*.s 0.4**4
I*' ii O.I'll
'"1
l*s "43/7
101 i o.-ffir 2S.ST
_
110.s /* oA4*(>
ioi.S 13 0.4ASS
ll,S /J- 0.+1SJ
110 12 QA+S-b
9 114 UJ 0.448 i J- 142
/_._ II oA*l
II.S 0AiV>
0,-f-VOHi II
10 lot
1* oAi*4 sjs
us /-* o.-fJ-i-1
,.3 Ii oA3l *
m H.r o.AS* (>
1 s.s il.S 0 -f.4-
Mean Value
C .4411 il. 7*
Grain Direction Measured!
IGT Conditions i
1. Printing force 40 kg
(Pressure)
MD
2. Spring drive i
(Velocity)
Position B (High Speed)
Table 1 Data Table for IGT Roughness vs. Sheffield Smoothness
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Serial No. Q IP*
Paper Strip Volume (ul) Length Width IGT Sheffield
Measured Placed on of of Roughness Smoothness
(Sample No. ) Microsyringe Blot Blot X in cm3/m2
/ 3 >? 10
4.S*48 I1&.31
3 J. II 4.4SH
3 40 ll A.o(Ot>
2 3 4C 7
fi->-s ___--. ?4
3
j
3- II 4.**i 7
4/ 1 0 Jf-io4-l
3 3
J 31 1 0
.i(<*
4. **+8
xxlAi
3 Si 7 4. 7&t> 6
4 3 44 8 S.
"I Ji 2-14.58
3 4* 1 4.USS
3 3-3 7 47Sil>
5 3 3. Vs A. ?Pf
3 }-XX.fO
3 X 7 5A?4
3 * 8 4SJSS
& 3 7
4J*1* + 14. ii
3 -K 10 i.sH*
J 4+ s.s 4.7iH
Mean Value
Grain Direction Measured i M D
IGT Conditional
1. Printing force i 40 kg
(Pressure)
2. Spring drive i Position B (High Speed)
(Velocity)
Table 1 Data Table for IGT Roughness vs. Sheffield Smoothness
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Serial No. 0102
Paper Strip Volume (ul) Length Width IGT Sheffield
Measured Placed on of of Roughness Smoothness
(Sample No. ) Microsyringe Blot Blot X in cm3/m2
7 3 SI 7 4. ?<M /
a/J.33
3 44 4 7lH
3 1* 7 4.SS11
3 si T.S 4 -/^
J 46 8 4- 7^-J
a 3 1.s f.s 4.^4J
3 45 7.s S.xiJ
3 40 7 4-1vi1
J 41 7 5. 3- J*
J 41 _ 4 6P*
9 3 41 7 SASxl 7
3 f*
r.s-
4.7i>l
_
SI i.S 4.070 J
_ n (, s.flH
10 3 41 7 s.iHl _-/_..7
3
3 41
7
7*"
4?/ 7
3 4 8 _\^-5_-/
3 3x /- 4X-r
Mean Value
4. 7744 +14.1*
Grain Direction Measured 1 M 0
IGT Conditions!
1. Printing force 1 40 kg
(Pressure)
2, Spring drive 1 Position B (High Speed)
(Velocity)
Table 1 Data Table for IGT Roughness vs. Sheffield Smoothness
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Serial No. 0103
Paper Strip
Measured
(Sample No. )
Volume (ul)
Placed on
Microsyringe
Length
of
Blot
Width
of
Blot
IGT
Roughness
X in cm3/m2
Sheffield
Smoothness
/ 3 /-. id
0.S2J0 fo-'l
2 _ /7* n o>177
3S.62
3 /.S
X
/37 IS
/s.s-
IS
o.svfs J4.il
4 /OS
III
/44
Ii
Ii
oAiof
bA7&
O.SI + 2
147S
1*0
l*
Ii
o.xfil
o.ijjo
o.iH!
4-0-S
6 lio
us
Iii
14 o,m *
0. ixoi
JxxS
7
II*
III
/OK.S
i7
Ii
1 x
/x
/x.S
/x
o
0.441 <
0.4**7
0AS8I
3/
Mean Value
Grain Direction Measured 1 O D
IGT Conditions 1
1. Printing force 1 40 kg
(Pressure)
2. Spring drive 1 Position B (High Speed)
(Velocity)
Table 1 Data Table for IGT Roughness vs. Sheffield Smoothness
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Serial No. 0'3
Paper Strip Volume (ul) Length width ICT Sheffield
Measured Placed on of of Roughness Smoothness
(Sample No. ) Microsyringe Blot Blot X in c_3/ra2
_
in I*,* 0.4iSJ X u
no 1* o,4f56
in I* o.4)iK
m 1 > o.ffl^
/_./.- ll o44l
3 l*i /* 0.4-osl
i4 /-> o zjsi
tit /-> .s o.iJS?
1X1 l>.S o.ifS-7
Hi 1*.* O.j/3-f
10 Ili
IX 0.4^3? 7.4 *
ni /I o.*7<?
l's 1*
C.fxlx
Hi y>.5 0.4/ -f
Mean Value
DA070 3i. 3-
Grain Direction Measured 1 CD
IGT Conditions 1
1. Printing force 1 40 kg
(Pressure)
2. Spring drive 1 Position B (High Speed)
(Velocity)
Table 1 Data Table for IGT Roughness vs. Sheffield Smoothness
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Serial No. 0104
Paper Strip
Measured
(Sample No. )
Volume (ul)
Placed on
Microsyringe
Length
of
Blot
Width
of
Blot
IGT
Roughness
X in cm3/m2
Sheffield
Smoothness
/ 3
3
J
3?
-4
38
/ 0
//
4Sx+8
4.0*41
4.1*17
__
3
3
3?
37
/ 0
10
4S*4S
4.7 if4
_-/--,.
3
3 3
3
3
14
Ct
Si
I
S
7
A.sjss
_\/X3
4 UiS
Xof.14
4 i
3
3
47
si
Si
S
S
7-s
4.CP*
i.JifO
4. iHt
+ 17. oi
3
3
3
+ 1
S*
So
8
-
4.S018
4 *AxO
_".
HS*i
X-o(,, tj
G 3
3
J
Si
Si
3-3
X
!?
L?
44^
4 /o>0
4X
l1.7*
Mean Value
Grain Direction Measured 1 Q. )
IGT Conditions 1
1. Printing force 1 40 kg
(Pressure)
2. Spring drive 1 Position B (High Speed)
(Velocity)
Table 1 Data Table for IGT Roughness vb. Sheffield Smoothness
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Serial No. 0 1 4
Paper Strip Volume (ul) Length Width IGT Sheffield
Measured Placed on of of Roughness Smoothness
(Sample No. ) Microsyringe Blot Blot X in c_i3/m2
7 3 - / _-.*_-? 7 >IJ.S
/
3 i.s *t.pu
3 f. s.s S.7*]S
3
3
SI
is
7
T
4-143'
S.xSxl
8 3 ii 7 4.7^U JxoS.ti
3
3
41-*
sx
414*1
S x i(0
3
3
5-3
SS
S.Sf]3
4.p'i*
9 3 4- - 4,sps x/j.oi
3 ^7 . 4 in*
4 7^13 _"3 7
3 Sx x*-l
3 S2 _ S-.tslI
1 3 4* ? 4.11S3 x-xf
3 SI i.S S.ixH
3 SI 7.3 4 64 i3 i-C.s / o i.7?*
Mean Value |
4. 7140 2-11.11
Grain Direction Measured i Q_ J)
IGT Conditions i
1. Printing force i 40 kg
(Pressure)
2. Spring drive i Position B (High Speed)
(Velocity)
Table 1 Data Table for IGT Roughness vs. Sheffield Smoothness
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Serial No. 0201
Paper Strip
Measured
(Sample No. )
Volume (ul)
Placed on
Microsyringe
Length
of
Blot
Width
of
Blot
IGT
Roughness
X in cm3/m2
Sheffield
Smoothness
/ /xo /->. O.lfxl 3
/
IIS
li
I*.s
II.S
0 AO] x
0.4ISZ
2. 1+4
1*1
ji6
1*
i*
ll-S
O.ipi
oA'sl
0. ijil
4. 0 ?
3 /x
/J-
130
jxt
II.S
1*
/is
II.S
0.4*7
0.3SSX
o.ip4
o.ipt
4.0%
4 1 oo
/3>
114
101
1*
II
1 1
l*s
0.4-1 "1
o.Jpl
oaO
0.43)8
S.08
133
ixi
1 3<>
II.*
/x
II
D.iSfS
0.3&p
0.411 3
4.V
Mean Value |
o.4"S8 3,ii
Grain Direction Measured 1 M D
IGT Conditions 1
1. Printing force 1 40 kg
(Pressure)
2. Spring drive 1 Position B (High Speed)
(Velocity)
Table 1 Data Table for IGT Roughness vs. Sheffield Smoothness
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Serial No. 0202
Paper Strip Volume (ul) Length Width IGT Sheffield
Measured Placed on of of Roughness Smoothness
(Sample No. ) Microsyringe Blot Blot X in cm3/m2
/ 3 J7 7 6JI3S J-j.3.33
3 3? 6 7.7*11
3 i_- fr i.rpi
2 i i. 7 7. ooj.s xx-o.Si
3 40 t 7isxf
3 i 1 7 .tl*S
3 3 . 7 7. 0 0 x 8
3 3 ii - Lixj4 x-ixjl
3 i7 < 7.141 1
3 40
7
7-3-X
3 30
e.*"7
4 3 3/
J.-"
i.ipl 2-1 S
3 i^ 7r i.i>]43
J J7
7-*
7
i.SiSf
i.SliS
3 3?
/.i"
7-ms J>-o I, )-t
3 H 7 7.00x8
3 fx
.
7.'-xi
Mean Value
b.4Ui 2-/S. it
Grain Direction Measured 1 M 0
IGT Conditional
1. Printing force 1 40 kg
(Pressure)
2. Spring drive 1 Position B (High Speed)
(Velocity)
Table 1 Data Table for IGT Roughness vs. Sheffield Smoothness
Serial No. 0203
70
Paper Strip Volume (ul) Length Width IGT Sheffield
Measured Placed on of of Roughness Smoothness
(Sample No. ) Miorosyrlnge Blot Blot X in cm3/ra2
/ IH fi D. USg 3, of
ixo ll. S 0,4x(,x
I3-1- 1* o.4eJ
II* IX.
i"
vAxol
2. l> 1 II. s o.f j7 3..0
l> 1 ix-.t O.ittj
1*1 11 0AI4S
3 /if
14$
io.S-
U
0.4's-f
0.17*1
i.i-"
lil.S II.S o. 3 rrj
0. if**
o AxxS
'Xi, 1*ni 1*
4 Hi II o. itys -".-"J
t+r II.S 0-fl>')X
i>.r
i it
II.S
1* 0 fts4
5"
P*~
II o.pit
.4/7"-
0,fJ-- 7
p. Jti 7
(Ji
/xx
III.*
IIS
1*
Ill I*
lit II.S 0.4**4
Mean Value [
0.404-i 4P1
Grain Direction Measured 1
IGT Conditions 1
1. Printing force 1 40 kg
(Pressure)
CD
2. Spring drive 1
(Velocity)
Position B (High Speed)
Table 1 Data Table for IGT Roughness vs. Sheffield Smoothness
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Serial No. 0 2 04
Paper Strip Volume (ul) Length Width IGT Sheffield
Measured Placed on of of Roughness Smoothness
(Sample No. ) Microsyringe Blot Blot X in cm3/m2
/ 3 33 ? S.pq
xlj.lt>
3 H P 1.4V*
3 3 t ? l.S'ff
3 J, 7 (.1342-
I 3 3t 7
J.ooxt >oJ. /(
i >7 7 b,SI3*
3 37 7
3 3
J3-
,
i.ixS 2-H.7S
3 3.T f lAOXS
3 3c 7 s
.4^7
3 3- 7S
-.3-^7
3 *7 i.S LpH
4 i3
3
3
)x
4*
3.?
37
r
7
7
LXju
Z.4033
7 e_-_
2X3,
73-
f
3
3
'7 7 ^.f/^
-li,i-t
r . l.tU4
j 3 / f 7-"il
3
3 i i h
7-4AI
Mean Value |
1 t.7770 x-ii.o?
Grain Direction Measured CD
IGT ConditionSI
1. Printing force 1 40 kg
(Pressure)
2. Spring drive 1 Position B (High Speed)
(Velocity)
Table 1 Data Table for IGT Roughness vs. Sheffield Smoothness
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Serial No. 030/
Paper Strip Volume (ul) Length Width ICT Sheffield
Measured Placed on of of Roughness Smoothness
(Sample No. ) Microsyringe Blot Blot X in cm3/m2
/ 3 si S S.fSxo 14*. *f
J .. 5 S.lfi>3
3 tS.5 5 S.itff
2 3 S-> i.s S.-'^lO 117**7
3 37 U 4.7130
3 4* If -,0133
3 3 4* 7
S.xsx / /(x.s7
3 5 D 7 3
dAx-o
3 X 7 f.ffto
4 3 ^4 S s.s/47 1 a. n
3 i-f 4,s i.7il3
Mean Value
S.4*H Itf.lx
Grain Direction Measured 1 M 0
IGT Conditional
1. Printing force 1 40 kg
(Pressure)
2. Spring drive 1 Position B (High Speed)
(Velocity)
Table 1 Data Table for ICT Roughness vs. Sheffield Smoothness
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Serial No. 0302
Paper Strip
Measured
(Sample No.)
Volume (ul)
Placed on
Microsyringe
Length
of
Blot
Width
of
Blot
IGT
Roughness
X in cm3/i_2
Sheffield
Smoothness
/ 3 So i s SAx-yS tSx.xt
3 So 4 S.tfxi
3 4-7 7 ,.3/jf
__ 3 41 f *.?-* lll.JI
3 ft 7 ^.f-y-f
j 4(> . 4.7P*
3 3 J.-f f.iofS llfjf
3 *7 f..f S.77H
3 4* l.i*7t
4 3 ij 7 S-. 144} i(K4*
Mean Value
S.44o Hi. a
Crain Direction Measured 1 C D
IGT Conditions 1
1. Printing force 1 40 kg
(Pressure)
2. Spring drive 1 Position B (High Speed)
(Velocity)
Table 1 Data Table for IGT Roughness vs. Sheffield Smoothness
7^
Serial No. 04 '
Paper Strip
Measured
(Sample No. )
Volume (ul)
Placed on
Microsyringe
Length
of
Blot
Width
of
Blot
ICT
Roughness
X in cm3/m2
Sheffield
Smoothness
3
4
IX- 0
IIS
Hi
,xx.J
/**-
1*3
7*3
1*0
,xl
1*3
1^7
l*-1
l*-l
/xi
l*i
l*-s
13.7s
Ii.*
Ii
13
I 3
13
/**
!**
Ii
/**
I*
I *
I
13
Grain Direction Measured i M D
IGT Conditions!
1. Printing force i 40 kg
(Pressure)
2. Spring drive i Position B (High Speed)
(Velocity)
0.ij*l
O.iJ*"
o.ij*4
0.3iJ3
O.iilf
o.3i7S
0.3iJ*
0. ill]
o. )(7^
o. iijf
o. 3J<>S
DAS-'/
tAj'1
\>.4>l
..
370f
i.tr
5.s
si
3. if
Mean Value
3.-
Table 1 Data Table for IGT Roughness vs. Sheffield Smoothness
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Serial No. 040.2
Paper Strip
Measured
(Sample No. )
Volume (ul)
Placed on
Microsyringe
Length
of
Blot
Width
of
Blot
IGT
Roughness
X in cm3/m2
Sheffield
Smoothness
/ 3 J*- 7 Lt7i
2- of, jx
3
0
3/
44
3"
7- n*l
f.oxl i
j 4l.s 4-5 J. 44] *
2. 3 3f.* 7 i.Hto x/P.U
3 }S
.
(,.3'X-S
3 ii . 7A13(
3 3 35 7 7.xt x-t i.x-S
3 4<> i 7.3S-XJ
3 3- 7 i.i*i*
3 X 7 i.H-l**
4 3 3* X 7444s i-/-\/J-
3 4* s 2.4033
3 3 - 7 L.l'i*
3 3 . 7* l.***]
Mean Value
7. 1 ' > * x-l S, ,t
Grain Direction Measured! M D
IGT Conditions 1
1. Printing force 1 40 kg
(Pressure)
2. Spring drive 1 Position B (High Speed)
(Velocity)
Table 1 Data Table for IGT Roughness vs. Sheffield Smoothness
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Serial No. 0-fo3
Paper Strip Volume (ul) Length Width IGT Sheffield
Measured Placed on of of Roughness Smoothness
(Sample No.) Microsyringe Blot Blot X in cm3/m2
/ fx 1*
0.3J0 3. lx
II 7.* /*.* 0 A0" *
l*i HA 0.40 s]
ni 1* 0.4*1]
2 //? 1*.* 0.3]M 3. - .
i*i I*A DA*?]
7*?Ix-i 13
1 30 1* o. 3770
3
l*> I*-* 0 .3
->--'
./
/x/ 1* 0,4*5 j
Hi ix. S 0. *Pi
o.ihf
ixx t*S
4
1**
l*i
III*
1*5
lx
l*Js
o.as-J
0 . iX 0
3.4 3
1*5 /**"
oA7if
Mean Value
c i1** 3. iS
Grain Direction Measured 1 C D
IGT Conditions 1
1. Printing force 1 40 kg
(Pressure)
2. Spring drive 1 Position B (High Speed)
(Velocity)
Table 1 Data Table for IGT Roughness vs. Sheffield Smoothness
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Serial No. 04<>4
Paper Strip Volume (ul) Length Width IGT Sheffield
Measured Placed on of of Roughness Smoothness
(Sample No. ) Microsyringe Blot Blot X in cm3/m_
/ 3 3 o ? x^7
x-xiJS
3 53 . (AH4
3 4 (> 7 JiX
3 2-2 Vs (.(*4*
2 3 33 . i.(m 2-t> s;
ix
3 3S 7-f (.7>xL
3 31. S M SAl73 3. 7-f
3 3 33 . i.im x-io.
(x
3 34 7-* C.p'4
6.4*7*3 34 '_
J 33 i.xjl*
4 3 34 . 1.4?
7? 2-lo
3 3P 7 i.(,i4*
3 3* 7 7. o->-8
J 3/ ? i.*^j
Mean Value
I.K7* 2-IX-A7
Grain Direction Measured! C- P
IGT Conditional
1. Printing force i 40 kg
(Pressure)
2. Spring drive i Position B (High Speed)
(Velocity)
Table 1 Data Table for IGT Roughness vs. Sheffield Smoothness
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Serial No. 0501
Paper Strip Volume (ul) Length Width IGT Sheffield
Measured Placed on of of Roughness Smoothness
(Sample No.) Microsyringe Blot Blot X in cm3/m2
/ 3 JX
L.tpi X- t i . 73r
3 3( i.s 7 *4I4
3 iS 7 7.X0it
3 3( 7 J.itxO
2 3 xt
;* (.(*f 2-ti.ii
3 H C.4?7f
3 3S f C.*oxS
3 30 1 G.nsJ
3 3 >J i iAiil Xit.75
3 il 8 (.1*74
l.i*74
L.p'4
3 ii t
3 34 7*
4 i *7 7 (JUS 2-S-J.S
3 14 S 1.4+7'
3 JS 7
7 j-tf3 3fc 7
J 4i S It**!]
Mean Value
(. It* 2-(*.*1
Grain Direction Measured! M >
IGT Conditions!
1. Printing force 1 40 kg
(Pressure)
2. Spring drive 1 Position B (High Speed)
(Velocity)
Table 1 Data Table for IGT Roughness vs. Sheffield Smoothness
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Serial No. 0 5 0.2
Paper Strip Volume (ul) Length Width IGT Sheffield
Measured Placed on of of Roughness Smoothness
(Sample No. ) Microsyringe Blot Blot X in cm3/m2
/ 3 33 7 7.i*]i
2-S-l.x-l-
3 ii l.S 7.13*1
3 n 7 LAI**
2 3 34 7 7.4A7 xjx.ot
3 3S t.s 7.73 if
3 33 7* 7.i W
3 37 (.* 7**?l
3 n (.* 7**7i
3 3 )( h 7. 0 0
x j1 x-(*,S
3 30.-T l.toi]
3 4" 3" t.*x3S
3 n ( 7.]4fl
J 4*.s
5~
S.*'4f
4 3 )0 ? 7-3S*]
7. t**7
x-i-l.ii
3 41 S.S
3
3
>7 7 * (.**]*
(.1(13H (.s
if.S t.s Lfi?
Mean Value
7. i*7 x-t*-. ,f
Grain Direction Measured i C D
IGT Conditions i
1. Printing foroei 40 kg
(Pressure)
2. Spring drive i
(Velocity)
Position B (High Speed)
Table 1 Data Table for ICT Roughness vb. Sheffield Smoothness
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Serial No. 0Gl
Paper Strip Volume (ul) Length Width IGT Sheffield
Measured Placed on of of Roughness Smoothness
(Sample No. ) Microsyringe Blot Blot X in cm3/m2
/ j l(.S
/x /. itoe ioo.41
3 /OO /x ,s I.4H7
J /7 /x IA143
3 lol 1 X tASio
3 ns /o.s /Aili
2 3 102 l*.s 1.1471 17<"
3 (Of 1 a- 1.414
3 lf ll l.4f*4
3 I of its I.475S
3 /.* \x
(.4-005-
3 3 /
oi \x,S |. 1*4 11.58
3 / 1/ II lAi*x
3 / oi 1 X \.)li L
j I/O 10. S /.W
3 \ot 1* A IA'11
4 33
(oi II.S
1 X
1.42*8
M*7J
n*s
3 ' >- j X I-44H
3 /<7 llA I.3HS
,
' 3 //o 1/ \ASt4
Mean Value
l.4*7( 77-*/
Grain Direction Measured 1 M D
IGT Conditional
1. Printing foroei 40 kg
(Pressure)
2. Spring drive 1 Position B (High Speed)
(Velocity)
Table 1 Data Table for IGT Roughness vs. Sheffield Smoothness
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Serial No. 0 6 02
Paper Strip
Measured
(Sample No. )
Volume (ul)
Placed on
Microsyringe
Length
of
Blot
Width
of
Blot
IGT
Roughness
X in cm3/m2
Sheffield
Smoothness
/ 3
3
1^
loo
IX, <T
II.S
lAtio
I.SifS
77.00
3
3
J
lol
p
1 o (,
10. S
Ii
10
1-147 7
j S*o i
I. i (42
2 3 lot to. S I.SSd
11.75
3 "7 II I-41P
3
3
3
ll
103
/ oo. S
I0.S
10. S
II
1-570 7
l.inl
l.slU
5 3
3
3
3
3
lli
{ox
\\\
111
j o If.
,0.S
II
,o.S
I'.S
II
L4?73
I- *7X*
I.SI4I
l.iiif
1.4**i
]4Pf
4 33
3
3
3
103
117
I**
no
1x
1*
1
11.5
10
1*
l.4i]7
I.Sot*
l.544
i.(*f*
IA7SS
1i.1l
Mean Value j
ISis\ ](.5(
Grain Direction Measured 1 C D
IGT Conditions!
1. Printing force 1 40 kg
(Pressure)
2. Spring drive 1 Position B (High Speed)
(Velocity)
Table 1 Data Table for ICT Roughness vs. Sheffield Smoothness
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Serial No. 070/
Paper Strip Volume (ul) Length Width IGT Sheffield
Measured Placed on of of Roughness Smoothness
(Sample No. ) Microsyringe Blot Blot X in cm3/m2
/ S *7 1 l?j>3j-3 3(1. a
f a 7 //. 171*
s 41 l.s f.si+l
5 35 1 1.3370
2 5 43 1 177/3
i(*.d
S H S /i.iit?
].S*i7r f6 (.5
$ 34 1-5 f.ios-g
3-
SI 4 14.41]s
3 5 3* 10 1-lpl 3 l7.7f
s 4* ( /O.X/xf
s~
44 7 1-54}*
7.1^405 30. S / *
4 5 iS f xS io.iZsX 3(x,S-oS~
3( IS f. tut
r *1 7-5 / 0. *S3
ir 4 7 f D 1) 040
S 3 t 7 il.osyo
Mean Value
ID. x-lJS iii.ol
Grain Direction Measured! M D
IGT Conditions!
1. Printing force 1 40 kg
(Pressure)
2. Spring drive 1 Position B (High Speed)
(Velocity)
Table 1 Data Table for IGT Roughness vs. Sheffield Smoothness
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Serial No. 0102
Paper Strip Volume (ul) Length Width IGT Sheffield
Measured Placed on of of Roughness Smoothness
(Sample No.) Microsyringe Blot Blot X in cm3/m2
/ S 3 / to l4?7i 3i]A3
S 44- S 7s ?JI*5
jr *( h ?.*777S 3( t.sjll
5 31 n.s j. vjsS
2
3"
4}.S s.s 1 O.gojx 3(3.*s
3"
i].S
$ ]A*7S
s 4 ? f.ip '
il.i-ifoJ M 7 s
5 33 I o 8.p*i
3 $ J7 8 1A2(
3(7-*'
5~ f'p s. r I/J4t
S SS 4 lijit]
So s.s 19.(1*1
S7 SO s /I.P4J
4 S 43.5 ( ll.xttf iio.ti
s
43
7 I o.77*S
s S.s /2,fii>
5 3SA s.s 7-7470
. .
$ i7 S.S 11.377*
Mean Value
/<?. H8 iii. 7*
Grain Direction Measured 1 C- P
ICT Conditional
1. Printing foroei 40 kg
(Pressure)
2. Spring drive Position B (High Speed)
(Velocity)
Table 1 Data Table for ICT Roughness vs. Sheffield Smoothness
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Serial No. 080P
Paper Strip Volume (ul) Length Width IGT Sheffield
Measured Placed on of of Roughness Smoothness
(Sample No.) Miorosyringe Blot Blot X in cm3/m2
/ 3 41 C.7S
(.*7(s U]A(
5 41 S.2
7.XX05-
3 42 (A (A(4I
j 48 s.*s J. OOJ-S
z 3 48 AS f.ltJJ
I7l.l(
3 48 S 7***7
3 4S S.S 7JiuL
3 43 ( <J>1f
3 i 44 8
f.o/3* in
3 SI 7 47f3/
3 S( s.s ^7*1^
3 S(> s.( S. ixjj.
4 3 s7 s (JP1
(ii.a
3 4? 7 5,1411
3 41-S L*S S. 704 0
3 U i-75 (Ajof
Mean Value
L*i*s lit. ((
Grain Direction Measuredi /V) >
IGT Conditional
1. Printing foroei 40 kg
(Pressure)
2. Spring drive 1 Position B (High Speed)
(Velocity)
Table 1 Data Table for ICT Roughness vs. Sheffield Smoothness
Serial No. 0901
85
Paper Strip Volume (ul) Length Width IGT Sheffield
Measured Placed on of of Roughness Smoothness(Sample No. ) Microsyringe Blot Blot X in cm3/m2
/ 2- (o (.5 3. oils t].U
3 i 7 7 3.7t*i
3 Lb t. I 3 3o*l
3 73 8.** *-.p/
3 70 I* 3,3(i 3
2. 3 it 8 3. if** JIM
3 CI ? iJlU
3 77 7 3,2740
3 (( 7-7S )AS0
3 n 7.5 3,3-/7 <P
3 3 i8A 7S 3.4341
7S.xs-
3 (7 e 3.x]xi
>-lP>3 1* 1-s
3 lo 7r i.SiSO
3 a I? 3.S0/4
4 3 n 7 3 iS3( 74: V
3 11
7-S-
3J7 If
3 t * 7J i.3*7>
J 0 S.s iA]*i
3 77 7 3.*740
Mean Value |
3.3p8 84Ai
Grain Direction Measured 1 M >
IGT Conditions 1
1. Printing fores 1 40 kg
(Pressure)
2. Spring drive 1
(Velocity)
Position B (High Speed)
Table 1 Data Table for IGT Roughness vs. Sheffield Smoothness
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Serial No. 0 102
Paper Strip Volume (ul) Length Width ICT Sheffield
Measured Placed on of of Roughness Smoothness
(Sample No. ) Microsyringe Blot Blot X in cm3/m2
/ 3
73" ( i-P'i lii.x-S
3 (1 (.7* 3.78?
3 71 l.t 3.1551
3 81 (A* 3.48**
3 7* t 4.o84]
z 3 , (1 (
+.+t*s 141.33
J 7<* lo f. j-o / (
j (S 1 iJ74
3 (4 14
s i.SOi*
3 (S 7 }J7i
3 3 (1
C.s 3,]34( IP, 08
3 (4 8 3.4+1 i
3 X
r.i 3AI 08
3 77,s l.s 3 5031
3 (4 8 3.44(1
4 3
3 8*
(, 3.58P
3 i-tl!
ll*-J5
3 8* S.8 3.7IH
3 7S S.S fxjto
3 7S 6 3'X/Jr
Mean Value |
3,7?38 /xS.lO
Grain Direction Measured!
IGT Conditions!
1. Printing force 1 40 kg
HP
2.
(Pressure)
Spring drive 1
(Velocity)
Position B (High Speed)
Table 1 Data Table for IGT Roughness vs. Sheffield Smoothness
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Serial No. 1000
Paper Strip Volume (ul) Length Width ICT Sheffield
Measured Placed on of of Roughness Smoothness
(Sample No. ) Microsyringe Blot Blot X in cn>3/m2
/ 3 I4S
I3A p.f"li a *-8
3 144 14 0.?7S3
3 nt.s Ii *. ]8o\
3 144 14 0.8/s-i
3 1*1 14 o.]i**
-\ 3 IH.5 14 o.?4f/ (o.li2.
3 14* j 3 0.1*5]
3
3 134
/ 3
Ii* lf.ll
3 I'l /4 oA'(8
3 3 144
l*.7* o.pH
o,1S7(
S7.08
3 lii.S \i s
3 {** 14-1 o.jxj-x
3 14/ lSs >-1M%
3 liS.s [3,S 0.114 J
4 33
l*-1
14*
liA
/i
l.ol*3 (1.11
3 lil.* /3.? o L)3i J
3 134 14 o,p;i
3 135 li.S D.P$2
Mean Value
o.14of
bl.35
Grain Direction Measured! M E>
ICT Conditions!
1. Printing force 1 40 kg
(Pressure)
2. Spring drive 1 Position B (High Speed)
(Velocity)
Table 1 Data Table for IGT Roughness vs. Sheffield Smoothness
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Serial No. 1100
Paper Strip Volume (ul) Length Width IGT Sheffield
Measured Placed on of of Roughness Smoothness(Sample No. ) Microsyringe Blot Blot X in cm3/m2
/ 2 1 3.5 11.75 0.1(7* CiV
2. ]1 1* * o.fSoi
2 ft. S 13 o-1i*7
2. no II o-ll**
2. lot.S 12 O.Jx.S
2 Z 14.5 1* 1.0174 t8.*s
z lH.s ll*S o.y33
2 /? II*
Z n II l./oxs
z 1*1.5 II o.17(7
3 z I'l US
0.8743 js-.s-S
2. 102 13** oASfi
Z 1 1 H* IX.S b.tf**
2. 103 II.* 0-1P*
2 101.7s II* o.<)8(
4 X II* II.S o.pi4 77-75
X IIS 12 0.2**5
2. IIS IIA 0,g]5
2 11C.S IIA 0.17 s 1
2 IIO.S II. 5 O.fxS-t
Mean Value
V.p53 71. i*
Grain Direction Measured!
IGT Conditions 1
1. Printing foroei 40 kg
(Pressure)
M>
2. Spring drive 1
(Velocity)
Position B (High Speed)
Table 1 Data Table for IGT Roughness vs. Sheffield Smoothness
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Serial No. U00
Paper Strip Volume (ul) Length Width ICT Sheffield
Measured Placed on of of Roughness Smoothness
(Sample No. ) Mlorosyrlnge Blot Blot X in cm3/m2
/ 2. SI
7-5-
3 7*7 71.33
2. SI. 5 8 2,$St-S
X S* ( 3. 7707
X st
(.5 3 xi^-o
2 (o.5 S.xS 1.70*7
2 2 48. S 8.xs
87*5
2 S2 7 i.xlxo
X st ( i,it*t
z SI (.5 3.54*1
3,Si*'oX 4i 7*
3
2 *7 7 2.
1^5 $3. it
X
X
a
*l
i
I
}.oi*7
3.3x3i
X 7* 2.-J233
J2- ( 1 I.* *.P7'
A X l
i.i +.i(t( 73^3
X ( 3 ( 3 lixi
X I -* (.5 *.1VL
X 11 ( ->.1T>*
2- *7 8 *.*711
Mean Value
3.1 3X-2. <r.*7
Grain Direction Measured 1
IGT Conditions!
1. Printing force 1 40 kg
(Pressure)
H P
2. Spring drive 1
(Velocity)
Position B (High Speed)
Table 1 Data Table for IGT Roughness vs. Sheffield Smoothness
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Serial No. /300
Paper Strip Volume (ul) Length Width IGT Sheffield
Measured Placed on of of Roughness Smoothness
(Sample No. ) Microsyringe Blot Blot X in cm3/m2
1 X
fl.S II.S l.l l8o I7.12
X P II IA
1*5
X V II.S
1 /too
2 X 11
jo 0
1*
tl.5
l.o 1 '7
1. o(f(
1147
X
X II
l.o H5
3 X 107 I IA1V 7<>.37
2 lo) II l,o ft?
X 11 HX 1.0322
.
Mean Value
IA7P (8.7*
Grain Direction Measured 1 C D
IGT Conditions!
1. Printing force 1 40 kg
(Pressure)
2. Spring drive 1 Position B (High Speed)
(Velocity)
Table 1 Data Table for IGT Roughness vb. Sheffield Smoothness
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Serial No. 140 0
Paper Strip Volume (ul) Length Width IGT Sheffield
Measured Placed on of of Roughness Smoothness
(Sample No. ) Microsyringe Blot Blot X in cm3/m2
3
3
St 4.s 7>x2 27t
--to
j 7 o57 4.5 (A711
3 &4 4A
(J*ti x ii
3 4*.s 7*5 S.ijff x7l
xtf
X5
*1
XX
xx
>74
xsx
Mean Value
6 ijl i *7* 11
Grain Direction Measured! M D
IGT Conditions i
1. Printing force i 40 kg
(Pressure)
2. Spring drive i Position B (High Speed)
(Velocity)
Table 1 Data Table for IGT Roughness vs. Sheffield Smoothness
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Serial No. 150
Paper Strip Volume (ul) Length Width IGT Sheffield
Measured Placed on of of Roughness Smoothness
(Sample No. ) Microsyringe Blot Blot X in cm3/m2
3 35 8 (.(84+
it*
3 tS 3 10. LUl
3 4B 5 7A7*( V
3 4% 4 1.i1ll
itt
4"
>*1
3?*
at
Mean Value
8 Siog ip. 5t
Grain Direction Measured! M D
IGT Conditions!
1. Printing force 1 40 kg
(Pressure)
2. Spring drive 1 Position B (High Speed)
(Velocity)
Table 1 Data Table for IGT Roughness vs. Sheffield Smoothness
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Serial No. 1600
Paper Strip Volume (ul) Length Width IGT Sheffield
Measured Placed on of of Roughness Smoothness
(Sample No. ) Microsyringe Blot Blot X in cm3/m2
3 3S S
H.o84o 4o1
410
4083
xjA % 5.02 1 3
3 35 S.S 1-tl73 41 0
3 30 i.s ]X17 4-10
4i*
4H
4H
407
fo&
412
4*1
Mean Value
_!_
8oS 4<4 75
Grain Direction Measured 1 /VJ J)
IGT Conditions 1
1. Printing force 1 40 kg
(Pressure)
2. Spring drivei Position B (High Speed)
(Velocity)
Table 1 Data Table for IGT Roughness vs. Sheffield Smoothness
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Serial No. HOP
Paper Strip Volume (ul) Length Width IGT Sheffield
Measured Placed on of of Roughness Smoothness
(Sample No. ) Microsyringe Blot Blot X in cm3/m2
/ 3 57 s i.lfll
l(t.l(
3 CO 3,7s 7.84H
z 3
3
s8 S.xS S.7l*4
/J-x.ti
s8 S 6.0 8s 1
3 AS 7s S.xx!7
3 3 Jo.S 4
l.**7* I4(.l(
3 Al.** 57f
i.^n*
3 5] S
S.f8x-
3 4.8 (-ni
4 3
3
5f
J0.3
S
4
(A**]
I.X75(
14*41
3 s-s
4-5- (.7(13
3 (3 4 7 o*xt
Mean Value
l.3*S0 /J-K *7
Grain Direction Measured! f^J)
IGT Conditions!
1. Printing force 1 40 kg
(Pressure)
2. Spring drive 1 Position B (High Speed)
(Velocity)
Table 1 Data Table for IGT Roughness vs. Sheffield Smoothness
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APPENDIX B
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DATA FILE = B.-SUNG01
VARIABLES = 2 OBSERVATIONS = 31 PAGE
1 2
IGT SHEF
1 .4491 31.72
2 4.7946 214.98
3 .407 33.38
4 4.714 211.99
5 .4058 3.63
6 6.4886 215.66
7 .4043 4.69
8 6.799 216.08
9 5.4261 159.92
10 5.4406 164.38
11 .3708 3.6
12 7.1333 215.15
13 .3922 3.35
14 6.6175 212.49
15 6.813 265.29
16 7.357001 262.08
17 1.4276 97.81
18 1.5351 96.56
19 10.2195 364.06
20 10.338 364.72
21 6.3125 181.66
22 3.3978 84.03
23 3.7838 125.1
24 .9404 61.35
25 .9353 71.62
26 3.1322 80.89
27 1.0796 68.95
28 6.5716 276.91
29 8.560799 390.58
30 9.080849 409.75
31 6.385 152.39
97
FILE;
VAR:
B:SUNG01
IGT SHEF
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
FILE:
VAR:
.4491
4.7946
.407
4.714
.4058
6.4886
.4043
6.799
5.4261
5.4406
.3708
7.1333
.3922
6.6175
6.813
7.357001
1.4276
1 .5351
10.2195
10 .338
B:SUNG01
IGT
31.72
214.98
33.38
211.99
3.63
215.66
4.69
216.08
159.92
164.38
3.6
215.15
3.35
212.49
265.29
262.08
97.81
96.56
364.06
364.72
SHEF
0 21
0 22
0 23
0 24
0 25
0 26
0 27
0 28
0
0
0
29
30
31
6.3125
3.3978
3.7838
.9404
.9353
3.1322
1.0796
6.5716
8.560799
9.080849
6.385
181.66
84.03
125.1
61.35
71.62
80.89
68.95
276.91
390.58
409.75
152.39
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YHAT VALUES RESIDUALS IND= SHEF
.376 .016
.382 -.012
.383 .023
.41 -.006
1.1 -.651
1.142 -.735
1.856 -.915
2.05 -.97
2.118 -1.183
2.354 .778
2.434 .963
2.754 -1.219
2.786 -1.358
3.482 .302
4.178 2.207
4.371 1.056
4.484 .956
4.925 1.387
5.699 -.985
5.712 .906
5.775 -.981
5.78 1.354
5.793 .696
5.803 .996
6.977 .38
7.059 -.246
7.355 -.784
9.579001 .641
9.595 .743
10.255 -1.694
10.744 -1.663
DEP= IGT
SUM OF RESIDUALS = 0
99
LOG MODEL FOR FILE - B : SUNGOl
VARIABLES = SHEF (IND.) AND IGT (DEP.)
INTERCEPT = -3.935457
SLOPE = 1.843469
R-SQUARE = .6620755
PEARSON'S R = .8136803
STANDARD ERROR OF ESTIMATE = 1.903274
SIGNIFICANCE OF EQUATION: F = 56.81799 NITH 1, 29 D.F.
STANDARD ERROR OF SLOPE = .2445642
CONFIDENCE INTERVAL FOR SLOPE BASED ON T-STAT. W/ 29 D.F,
1.843-TC .245) < B < 1.843+TC .245)
SUMMARY STATISTICS SHEF (IND.), IGT (DEP.)
SUMX = 140.8823 SUMY = 137.7129 N =31
CORRECTED (for mean) SUM OF SQUARES AND CROSS PRODUCT
SUMXA 2= 60.564 SUMYA2= 310.8^1 SUMXY= 111.648
ANOVA TABLE
SS D.F. MS
REGRESSI ON 205.8203 1 205.8203
ERROR 105.0511 29 3.62245
TOTAL 310.8714 30 jcick-k-k-k-k-k
100
SIMPLE LINEAR MODEL FOR FILE - B:SUNG01
VARIABLES = SHEF (IND.) AND IGT (DEP.)
INTERCEPT = .2906428
SLOPE = 2.551217E-02
R-SQUARE = .898995
PEARSON'S R = .9481534
STANDARD ERROR OF ESTIMATE = 1.04055
SIGNIFICANCE OF EQUATION: F = 258.1145 WITH 1, 29 D.F.
STANDARD ERROR OF SLOPE = 1.587966E-03
CONFIDENCE INTERVAL FOR SLOPE BASED ON T-STAT. W/ 29 D.F.
.026-T( .002) < B < .026+T( .002)
SUMMARY STATISTICS SHEF (IND.), IGT (DEP.)
SUMX = 5044.77 SUMY = 137.7129 N =31
CORRECTED (for mean) SUM OF SQUARES AND CROSS PRODUCT
SUMXA2= 429381.5 SUMY"2= 310.871 SUMXY= 10954.45
ANOVA TABLE
SS D.F. MS
REGRESSION 279.4718 1 279.4718
ERROR 31.39957 29 1.082744
TOTAL 310.8714 30 jckjcjc-te-kjctc
101
BlSUNQOl
1.0+ I
I
.93+
I
.83+
I
.73+
I
.64+
I
.54+
I
.44+
I
.34+
I
.24+
I
.14+
I
.04+
IGT (Y Scale
I
* 10)
I
SHEF (X Scale - * 100)
i I I *
o
00
t
+
.034 .614 1.19 1.77 2.33 2.93 3.51 4.09
102
PONER MODEL FOR FILE - B:SUNG01
VARIABLES = SHEF (IND.) AND IGT (DEP.)
INTERCEPT = 9.196898E-02
SLOPE = .7497075
R-SQUARE = .8281486
PEARSON'S R = .9100267
STANDARD ERROR OF ESTIMATE = .4935415
SIGNIFICANCE OF EQUATION: F = 139.7504 WITH 1, 29 D.F.
STANDARD ERROR OF SLOPE = 6.341841E-02
CONFIDENCE INTERVAL FOR SLOPE BASED ON T-STAT. W/ 29 D.F,
.75-T( .063) < B < .75+T( .063)
SUMMARY STATISTICS SHEF (IND.), IGT (DEP.)
SUMX = 140.8823 SUMY = 31.64508 N ~* 31
CORRECTED (for mean) SUM OF SQUARES AND CROSS PRODUCT
SUMXA2= 60.564 SUMYA2= 41.105 SUMXY= 45.405
ANOVA TABLE
SS D.F. MS
REGRESSION 34.04084 1 34.04084
ERROR 7.063912 29 .2435832
TOTAL 41.10475 30 fc-kjr:)<rkmk-k-k
103
YHAT VALUES RESIDUALS IND= SHEF DEP= IGT
-1.707 2.099
-1.574 1.945
-1.559 1.965
-1.086 1.491
2.437 -1.988
2.531 -2.124
3.653 -2.713
3.869 -2.789
3.939 -3.003
4.163 -1.031
4.233 -.835
4.49 -2.954
4.513 -3.086
4.967 -1 .183
5.331 1.054
5.42 .007
5.47 -.03
5.655 .658
5.939 -1.225
5.944 .674
5.965 -1.17
5.966 1.167
5.971 .518
5.974 .825
6.33 1.027
6.353 .46
6.432 .14
6.936 3.283
6.939 3.399
7.066 1.495
7.154 1.927
SUM OF RESIDUALS = 0
104
rHAT VALUES RESIDUALS
.707 -.315
.709 -.338
.709 -.303
.716 -.311
.902 -.453
.915 -.508
1.163 -.223
1.242 -.162
1.27 -.335
1.375 1.757
1.413 1.985
1.573 -.038
1.59 -.163
2.01 1.774
2.54 3.845
2.709 2.717
2.815 2.626
3.265 3.048
4.235 .479
4.253 2.365
4.345 .45
4.351 2.782
4.37 2.119
4.386 2.413
6.507 .85
6.689 .124
7.39 -.818
15.605 -5.386
15.694 -5.356
19.591 -11.03
23.092 -14.011
IND= SHEF DEP= IGT
SUM OF RESIDUALS = -10.4179
105
EXPONENTIAL MODEL FOR FILE - B:SUNG01
VARIABLES = SHEF (IND.) AND IGT (DEP.)
INTERCEPT = .6872959
SLOPE = 8.577158E-03
R-SQUARE = .7684896
PEARSON'S R = .8766354
STANDARD ERROR OF ESTIMATE = .5728386
SIGNIFICANCE OF EQUATION: F = 96.26432 WITH 1, 29 D.F.
STANDARD ERROR OF SLOPE = 8.741998E-04
CONFIDENCE INTERVAL FOR SLOPE BASED ON T-STAT. W/ 29 D.F,
8.999999E-03-T( .001) < B < S.999999E-03+T( .001)
SUMMARY STATISTICS SHEF (IND.), IGT (DEP-)
SUMX = 5044.769 SUMY = 31.64508 N =31
CORRECTED (for mean) SUM OF SQUARES AND CROSS PRODUCT
SUMXA2= 429381.4 SUMYA2= 41.105 SUMXY= 3682.872
ANOVA TABLE
SS D.F. MS
REGRESSION 31.58857 1 31.58857
ERROR 9.516178 29 .3281441
TOTAL 41.10475 30 k-k-k-kiekicrk
106
HAT VALUES RESIDUALS IND= SHEF DEP= IGT
.228 .165
.24 .131
.242 .164
.293 .111
1.228 -.779
1.276 -.869
2.014 -1.073
2.198 -1.118
2.261 -1.326
2.477 .655
2.549 .849
2.829 -1.294
2.857 -1 .429
3.435 .348
3.983 2.402
4.13 1.296
4.216 1.225
4.544 1.769
5.101 -.387
5.111 1.507
5.155 -.361
5.158 1.975
5.168 1.321
5.175 1.624
5.981 1.376
6.036 .777
6.233 .339
7.652 2.568
7.662 2.676
8.066 .495
8.361 .72
SUM OF RESIDUALS = 15.8541
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APPENDIX C
108
Y-CflLC=
Y-0BS=
21 SAMPLES
LI HEAR: YX + BX
ft " .-.. L-\ '.
i I p.s i. ._' ii i
:. U =
@.44?1
0.26 3 4
0 . fl 0 6 3
6 . y i 3
S 7 5 7 1
-CflLC=
Y-0BS=
7. 1333
5.2264
3.540O
Y~CflLC=
\J a 3 2 6 6
Y-0BS= 1, 3 5 0 0
y = 0 u 4 0 7 0
Y - C fl L C - --0 . 2 3 7 6
Y-0BS= 0 . 0 fl fl 0
i"i
"~" 4 , -? 1 .j ,7<I .1. "l V.1
Y-CflLC=
u 6 1 1
i
- u b o - , 00X
'::'
0 . 4 6 5 8
Y - C H L C = -0 . i:! -J y b
Y-0B3- 0 0 0 0 0
v = 6 . 4 8 3 6
Y-CflLC = 4. 7 0 2 7
Y ~ 0 B S = i 6 3 0 0
V-CflLC=
Y - 0 B S -
Y-CRLC:
T U B o =
V-CflLC:
Y--0BS =
Y-CflLC=
Y-0BS=
Y--CflLi>
Y-GBS=
i.-j -j '-! y -j
. a o a a -?
'_' i_ T J I
0 . 0006
6.6175
4. 8074
3. 1700
6. 8130
4 . 9 6 6
5. 5000
7. 3570
5 . 4 fl 8
7 . 3386
1 . 4276
0.5914
0.4 84 3
Y--l:hll."
Y-0BS=
Y--CHLC
Y ~ 0 B 3 =
- A
0 . 00 0 0
h 7 M 9 i.:;iLJ u : - - '.-*
4 q s 4 9
Y-UHLL=
Y-0BS=
Y-CflL(
Y-0B3:
1.5351
0 . 6000
10.2195
u
r'
j> -z> 0
8 . :~: 9 fl fl
i
- l- n i_ i
Y -- 0 B S ;
V - 8 H L U :
Y-CflLO
Y-0BS=
D H . :> '
3 . 8 .i 9 6
4 . 9 4 id fl
5. 4406
JJ u O -.-' I. "T
5,41 3 0
8 .3 ? 3 8
0. 6 ?:'fl
fl . 0 8u9
Y-CFlLi
Y-0BS=
V-CflLC=
Y-0BS=
-' u -.J 7 i u
2 . 1919
3. 2908
Q . -J b "J O
6.3361
9 . 5630
STD ERR 1.5074
109
V = fl + B X 4 C '.
fl =
B =
~0.
0 ,
859 0
8 ~
R - 3 Q =
3TD ER R
0 .
1 .
0 5 "7 4
{ 8 L J
4 8 54
Y - C fl L C
Y - 0 B 8 =
=
0 .
L'i u
8 .
4491
09 51
8 8 ! .' 8
Y - C fl L 8 =
4.
1
7946
f Bill
3588
V-CflLi
Y-0BS=
8 . 4 8 ? 0
0.07 9 6
0 . 0000
4.7148
Y-CflLi> i I C. J
Y-OBS=
- 6 0 0 0
i.i
_ fl 4 6 ".'. 3
YXfiLX fl 0 7 9 2
Y-OBS= 0. 0080
i'
i
~" 6 , 4886
Y-CflLC= 4 . 4 1 ? 0
Y-OBS= l 4 b 8 8 I1
'x' 0. 404 ';.
Y - 6 fl L 6 = 8. 03 8 7
Y-6BS= y . 8 8 A 0
'::'
^ b . 7 998
Y - 8 fl L C '- 4. 752 8
Y -- 0 B S = 3 . I 3 o 8
'::'
::
c-
J a *T ill '" 1
Y-CflLC= J> . 3 5 3 1
V ~ -. b o 4 . ':.;' s- ri !-:.i
r i *
Y-CRLC=
J a 4 4.H6
Y--GBS = 5 4180
Y--8HL8
Y-OBS=
Y-CflLC
Y-8HL0:
Y-UBS=
Y-CflLi
i ~ubo:
Y-CHLC
Y-8BS=
8.8788
8 . 0 6 6 5
0. 00X
7. 1333
5. 1253
3. 5488
8.3922
0.8743
0 . 0000
6 . 6 i
"
5
4X549
3. 1708
6.8138
4 . 76 77
5 . 580 0
XCfiLC =
Y-OBS= 7 3 380
}-. - i XX.
Y-CflLC=
Y-OBS=
0.5110
8 . 6088
Y-8flL8=
Y-OBS=
1.5 35:!
0 . 56 3 3
0 . 6060
Y-CflLC=
10.2195
9 . 18 0 O
8 . 8 9 0 fl
i'i
Y~6flL8=
Y-OBS=
1X319
v'-CflLC-
XOBS =
8 . 5 6 8 S
6. 8651
3-5686
110
21.0000 SAMPLES
DEGREE
X-OBS
Y-CflLC
Y-OBS
t> .3788
-8.2678
0 . 8 O 0 8
fl =
B =
- 0 . 5683
0.8123
X-OBS
Y-CflLC
Y-OBS
0.4491
-0.2034
0. 0000
X-OBS
Y-CflLC
Y-OBS
4.7946
3. 3266
1 . 350O
X-OBS
Y-CflLC
Y-OBS
0. 4070
-0. 2376
0. 0000
X-OBS
Y-CflLC
Y-OBS
4.714 6
3X61 1
2 . 00 0 8
X-OBS
Y-CflLC
Y-OBS
0.4O 5 8
0 . 8800
X-OBS
Y-CflLC
Y-OBS
6.48 86
4 . 70 2 7
1.668 8
X-OBS
Y-CflLC
Y - 8 B S
O . 4 O 4 8
-0.2393
0 . 8 O O 0
X-3BS
Y-CflLC
Y-OBS
6.7990
4.9549
3 . 13 0 0
X-OBS
Y-CflLC
Y-OBS
5. 4261
3.8396
4. 9400
X - 0 B S
Y-CflLC
Y-OBS
5.4406
3.8514
5.4100
X-OBS
Y-CflLC
Y - U B S
X-OBS
Y-CflLC
Y-OBS
X-OBS
Y-CflLC
Y-OBS
X-OBS
Y-CflLC
Y-OBS
X-OBS
Y-CflLC
Y - 0 B S
X-OBS
Y - C fl L C
Y-OBS
X-OBS
Y-CflLC
Y-CBS
X-OBS
Y-CflLC
Y-OBS
X-OBS
Y-CflLC
Y-OBS
X-OBS
Y-CflLC
Y-OBS
R-SQ =
STD ERR=
? 1 O O 1
I . J. -' _ -J
5. 2264
3. 5488
0. 3922
-O. 2497
0. 0008
6. 6175
4. 8874
3 . 1780
6.8130
4. 9662
5. 50O0
7.35X
5.4032
1 a _' -J 'J r-J
1.4276
O .5914
0 . 6000
1.5351
0.6788
8 . 6680
10-2195
f'
{ !' - D
8 . 3 9 0 8
! . -' 7 I u
2. 1919
3 . 290 O
8.5663
6. 3861
9 = 5 6 O 0
W . I -J i i
1.5074
POLYNOMIAL
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DEGREE
fl =
B =
X-OBS
Y-CflLC
Y - 0 B S
'..
__
i~ r-. i"
.-i U D -J
Y - C fl L C
Y-OBS
X-OBS
Y - C fl L C
Y-OBS
Y-CflLC
Y-OBS
X-OBS
Y-CflLC
Y-OBS
X-OBS
Y-CflLC
Y-OBS
X-OBS
Y-CflLC
Y - 0 B S
X - 0 B S
Y-CflLC
Y-OBS
X-OBS
Y-CflLC
Y-OBS
X-OBS
Y-CflLC
Y-OBS
0 . 0596
0.3173
0.O574
0 . 4 4 3 1
0 . 0 9 51
0.88 h 8
4 . 7 9 4 b
1.3506
0. 4O70
0 . 87 9 6
0 . OO00
4.7140
2. 7125
2 . 000 0
O . 4053
0 . O 7 9 2
0.8000
6 ,. 4886
4. 4178
1 . 6886
8 . 404 3
8 . 8 7 8 7
0 0 800
6 . 7990
H ( -J i. o
JJ c 1 308
5. 4261
2 a 3531
4. 9 4 8 0
ir 44 06
'_' l; 3 6 6 7
5. 4108
X-OBS
Y-CflLC
Y-OBS
0.3788
8 . 0 6 6 5
0 . 0063
X - 0 B S
Y-CflLC
Y-OBS
7. 1333
5. 1253
3. 5400
X-OBS
Y-CflLC
Y-OBS
O. 3922
0 . O 7 4 3
0. 8088
X - 0 B S
Y-CflLC
Y-OBS
6.617 5
4.5549
3. 1788
X-OBS
Y-CflLC
Y ~ 0 B S
6.8138
4.76 7 7
5.5680
X-OBS
Y-CflLC
Y - 0 B S
7.35 7 6
5. 3829
{ . 8008
X-OBS
Y-CflLC
Y-OBS
1.4273
8.511 0
0 . 6000
X-OBS
Y - 8 fl L C
Y-OBS
H c --i r." ,1 . -j ; -j x
0 . 5633
0 . 6088
X - 0 B S
Y-CflLC
Y-OBS
18.2195
9 . 1868
8 . 3966
X-OBS
Y-CflLC
Y-OBS
1 . 6 8 1 9
3 . 2988
X - 0 B S
Y-CflLC
Y-OBS
8. 5688
6. 8651
9. 5600
std"'err=
6.7825
1.4654
112
21.8080 SAMPLES
DEGREE
Fl = - O . 5 O 5 4
B = 6.0219
X -OBS 8 1 . XOu
Y - C fl L C 0.18 8 8
Y-OBS 0 . 0000
X-OBS 214.96 8 8
Y-CflLC 4. 1959
Y-OBS 1.3580
X-OBS 3 3 . 3 8 i--i y
Y-CflLC 0.22 >;i 5
Y-OBS 0.80 O 0
X-OBS 21 1,9900
Y-CflLC 4. 1305
Y - 0 B S 2 80 0 3
X-OBS 3. 6 86 3
Y-CflLC -0.4 2 D 1
Y-OBS 0 . OOO 0
X-OBS 215.6600
Y - C fl L C 4.21 0
'-'"
Y-OBS 1 . b 0 0 U
X - 0 B S 4 . 69 0 8
Y-CflLC -0.4 O 2 9
Y-OBS 0 . OO 0 O
X-OBS 216X886
Y - C fl L C 4 . 2 1. 9 4
Y-OBS 3. 13 86
X-OBS 159. 9 2 80
Y -CflLC 2.9913
Y-OBS 4.9430
X-OBS 164. 33 88
Y-CflLC 3 a 8 8 9 3
Y-OBS j, 4100
OBS '_' 0 6 O 8 0
CflLC -0. 4267
OBS 0. 0088
OBS 215. 1568
C fl L C 4. 1 9 9 6
OBS 0 . 5488
OBS 'J 350O
C fl L C "0. 4322
0 B S 0 . 0806
OBS 212. 4 9 8 6
CflLC 4. 1414
OBS 3 . 1760
OBS 265. 28 6 8
C fl L C CT 2961
OBS cr. 500 0
0 B S V K V, '_.' i a 88 66
CflLC J a "4 o
C"
o
OBS (' a 3368
OBS 97. 3168
CflLC 1. 63 35
OBS 0. 6808
0 B S 96. 56O0
CflLC 1. 6062
OBS 8 a 6000
OBS 364. 0608
C fl L C f u 456 6
OBS 8 y 0 0
OBS 84.. 0388
C fl L C 1 . O '"* '"
'
j
OBS ' i , 2 9 8 8
OBS 398., 536 8
CflLC C; t , 036 8
OBS 9 . 5 66 8
S Q = 6 .,7459
D ERR;= 1,,5413
POLYNOMIAL
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DEGREE
A = 0.86 3 3
B = 9.204 - O 3
| \ zz 3.743 - 0 5
X-OBS 31.7200
Y-CALC 0. 39 3 4
Y-OBS 0.000 0
X-OBS 14.9880
Y-CALC o y ~? ~j ;C
Y-OBS 1.35O0
X-OBS 33.3880
Y-CALC 0.4127
Y -OBS 8 . 8000
X-OBS 211. 9908
Y -- C A L C \J Ci 7 '"JJ . D 7 i C.
Y u B o 2.0000
X -OBS 3 . 6 3 6 8
Y - C A L C 0.09 7 7
Y -OBS 0.00 8 0
X-OBS 2 15. 660 0
Y -CflLC 3.78 9 8
Y-OBS 1.666 8
X-OBS 4 . 6 "5 0
Y-CflLC 0 . 1 8 7 3
Y-OBS 0.00 0 8
X -OBS 216.88 6 6
Y-CflLC 3.8864
Y-OBS 3. 1366
X-OBS 1 5 9 . 9 2 6 8
Y - C fl L C 2.4931
'..' n ir '""-
T - U b O 4.94 8 0
X-OBS 164. 3 38 8
Y-CflLC 2.53 8 2
Y-OBS 5. 4168
X-OBS 6 0 0 0
Y-CALC 0. 09 7 4
Y-OBS 0. 8 8 8 6
X-OBS 215. 1588
Y-CALC J a 7 7
'
u
1 1 I-!
Y-OBS 548 6
X-OBS 3 588
Y-CALC 0. 8958
Y-OBS 8 a 0008
X-OBS 7 1 I1 1 1 B 490O
Y - C A L C Z1 a 709 8
Y-OBS ~l 1700
X-OBS 65. 290O
Y-CALC '_' a 1401
Y -OBS 5. 5000
X-OBS 262. 0868
Y-CALC 5. 64 7 2
Y-OBS r o 3 3 6 0
X-OBS 97. 1. 1 r i !"'!
Y-CALC 1.
30"
:"'
Y-OBS Oa 60 H i
X-OBS 96. 56 06
Y - C A L C 1. 3 8 I 6
Y-OBS 8. 6866
X-OBS 364. 8600
Y-CALC O B 37 62
Y-OBS O a 3 9 8 6
X-OBS 84 . 6386
Y-CALC 1 a 1615
Y-OBS 3. 986
X - 0 B S 396. 5866
Y-CALC 9. 3694
Y--OBS 9 , 5660
! - o t! = 0.77 7 8
:TD ERR= 1.4812
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FILE: B:SUNG1
VAR : I GT SHEF CELL
0 1 : .4491
0 2 : 4.7946
0 3 : .407
0 4 : 4.714
0 5 : .4058
0 6 : 6.4886
0 7 : .4043
0 8 : 6.799
0 9 : 5.4261
0 10 : 5.4406
0 11 : .3708
0 12 : 7.1333
0 13 : .3922
0 14 : 6.6175
0 15 : 6.813
0 16 : 7.357001
0 17 : 1.4276
0 18 : 1.5351
0 19 : 10.2195
0 20 : 3.3978
FILE: B : SUNG1
VAR: IGT
31. 72
214 .98
33. 38
211 .99
3.63
215 .66
4.69
216 .08
159 .92
164 .38
3.6
215 .15
3.35
212 .49
265 .29
262 .08
97.81
96.56
364 .06
84.03
SHEF
390 .58
.000001
1.35
.000001
2
.000001
1.68
.000001
3.13
4.94
5.41
.000001
3.54
.000001
3.17
5.5
7.33
.6
.6
8.389999
3.29
CELL
9.5600010 21 : 8.560799
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SIMPLE LINEAR MODEL FOR FILE - B:SUNG1
VARIABLES = IGT (IND.) AND CELL (DEP.)
INTERCEPT = -.5682635
SLOPE = .8123449
R-SQUARE = .7571419
PEARSON'S R = .8701389
STANDARD ERROR OF ESTIMATE = 1.50737
SIGNIFICANCE OF EQUATION: F = 59.23498 NITH 1, 19 D.F.
STANDARD ERROR OF SLOPE = .1055483
CONFIDENCE INTERVAL FOR SLOPE BASED ON T-STAT. W/ 19 D.F.
.812-T( .106) < B < .812+T( .106)
SUMMARY STATISTICS IGT (IND.), CELL (DEP.)
SUMX = 89.15369 SUMY = 60.49001 N =21
CORRECTED (for mean) SUM OF SQUARES AND CROSS PRODUCT
SUMXA2= 203.956 SUMY" 2= 177.763 SUMXY= 165.683
ANOVA TABLE
SS D.F. MS
REGRESSION 134.5916 1 134.5916
ERROR 43.17111 19 2.272164
TOTAL 177.7627 20 k-kickick-kk
116
YHAT VALUES RESIDUALS IND= IGT DEP= CELL
-.267 .267
-.25 .25
-.24 .24
-.239 .239
-.238 .238
-.203 .203
.591 8.999999E-03
.679 -.079
2.192 1.098
3.261 -1.261
3.327 -1.977
3.84 1.1
3.851 1.559
4.703 -3.023
4.807 -1.637
4.955 -1.825
4.966 .534
5.226 -1.686
5.408 1.922
6.386 3.174
7.733 .657
SUM OF RESIDUALS =
117
LOG MODEL FOR FILE - B:SUNG1
VARIABLES = SHEF (IND.) AND CELL (DEP.)
INTERCEPT = -2.624047
SLOPE = 1.266493
R-SQUARE = .4823152
PEARSON'S R = .6944891
STANDARD ERROR OF ESTIMATE = 2.200778
SIGNIFICANCE OF EQUATION: F = 17.70187 WITH 1, 19 D.F.
STANDARD ERROR OF SLOPE = .3010184
CONFIDENCE INTERVAL FOR SLOPE BASED ON T-STAT. W/ 19 D.F.
1.266-T( .301) < B < 1.266+T( .301)
SUMMARY STATISTICS SHEF (IND.), CELL (DEP.)
SUMX = 91.27177 SUMY = 60.49001 N =21
CORRECTED (for mean) SUM OF SQUARES AND CROSS PRODUCT
SUMX"2= 53.452 SUMYA2= 177.763 SUMXY= 67.697
ANOVA TABLE
SS D.F. MS
REGRESSION 85.73763 1 85.73763
ERROR 92.02503 19 4.843423
TOTAL 177.7627 20 kjck-k-k-k-kk
YHAT VALUES RESIDUALS
-.629 .629
-.526 .526
-.47 .47
-.463 .463
-.457 .457
-.276 .276
1.859 -1.259
1.993 -1.393
3.459 -.169
4.063 -2.063
4.094 -2.744
4.323 .617
4.328 1.082
4.653 -2.973
4.689 -1.519
4.739 -1.609
4.743 .757
4.828 -1.288
4.885 2.445
5.164 4.396
5.491 2.899
118
IND= IGT DEP= CELL
SUM OF RESIDUALS -
119
POWER MODEL FOR FILE - B:SUNG1
VARIABLES = IGT (IND.) AND CELL (DEP.)
INTERCEPT = 3.678341E-04
SLOPE = 5.223206
R-SQUARE = .9116351
PEARSON'S R = .9547958
STANDARD ERROR OF ESTIMATE = 2.118369
SIGNIFICANCE OF EQUATION: F = 196.0175 WITH 1, 19 D.F.
STANDARD ERROR OF SLOPE = .3730695
CONFIDENCE INTERVAL FOR SLOPE BASED ON T-STAT . W/ 19 D.F,
5.223-T( .373) < B < 5.223+T( .373)
SUMMARY STATISTICS IGT (IND.), CELL (DEP.)
SUMX = 19.10313 SUMY = -66.28591 N =21
CORRECTED (for mean) SUM OF SQUARES AND CROSS PRODUCT
SUMXA2= 32.242
'
SUMYA2= 964.888 SUMXY= 168.407
ANOVA TABLE
SS D.F. MS
REGRESSION 879.6257 1 879.6257
ERROR 85.26221 19 4.487485
TOTAL 964.8879 20 kkk-kk-kick
120
'HAT VALUES RESIDUALS IND= IGT DEP= CELL
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
.002 .598
.003 .597
.219 3.071
1.21 .79
1.322 .028
2.524 2.416
2.559 2.851
6.422 -4.742
7.117 -3.947
8.198 -5.068
8.286 -2.786
10.533 -6.993
12.377 -5.047
27.313 -17.753
68.883 -60.493
SUM OF RESIDUALS = -96.4788
121
EXPONENTIAL MODEL FOR FILE - B : SUNG1
VARIABLES = IGT (IND.) AND CELL (DEP-)
INTERCEPT = 2.004363E-05
SLOPE = 1.804565
R-SQUARE = .6883435
PEARSON'S R = .8296647
STANDARD ERROR OF ESTIMATE = 3.97832
SIGNIFICANCE OF EQUATION: F = 41.96456 WITH 1, 19 D.F.
STANDARD ERROR OF SLOPE = .278568
CONFIDENCE INTERVAL FOR SLOPE BASED ON T-STAT. W/ 19 D.F
1.805-T( .279) < B < 1.805+T( .279)
SUMMARY STATISTICS IGT (IND.), CELL (DEP.)
SUMX = 89.15369 SUMY = -66.28591 N =21
CORRECTED (for mean) SUM OF SQUARES AND CROSS PRODUCT
SUMXA2= 203.956 SUMY"2= 964.888 SUMXY= 368.052
ANOVA TABLE
SS D.F. MS
REGRESSION 664.1743 1 664.1743
ERROR 300.7136 19 15.82703
TOTAL 964.8879 20 k-kkickick-k
fHAT VALUES RESIDUALS
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 .6
0 .6
8.999999E-03 3.281
.099 1.901
.115 1.235
.358 4.582
.368 5.042
2.439 -.759
3.077 .093
4.27 -1.14
4.379 1.121
7.806 -4.266
11.688 -4.358
102.608 -93.04799
2047.053 -2038.662
122
IND= IGT DEP= CELL
SUM OF RESIDUALS = -2123.782
123
SIMPLE LINEAR MODEL FOR FILE - B:SUNG1
VARIABLES = SHEF (IND.) AND CELL (DEP.)
INTERCEPT = -.5054343
SLOPE = 2.186857E-02
R-SQUARE = .7459179
PEARSON'S R = .8636653
STANDARD ERROR OF ESTIMATE = 1.541809
SIGNIFICANCE OF EQUATION: F = 55.77897 WITH 1, 19 D.F.
STANDARD ERROR OF SLOPE = 2.928095E-03
CONFIDENCE INTERVAL FOR SLOPE BASED ON T-STAT. W/ 19 D.F,
.022-T( .003) < B < .022+T( .003)
SUMMARY STATISTICS SHEF (IND.), CELL (DEP=)
SUMX = 3251.431 SUMY = 60.49001 N =21
CORRECTED (for mean) SUM OF SQUARES AND CROSS PRODUCT
SUMXA2= 277262.3 SUMY"2= 177.763 SUMXY= 6063.33
ANOVA TABLE
SS D.F. MS
REGRESSION 132.5964 1 132.5964
ERROR 45.16632 19 2.377175
TOTAL 177.7627 20 k-kk-kkk-kk
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YHAT VALUES RESIDUALS IND= SHEF DEP= CELL
-.432 .432
-.427 .427
-.426 .426
-.403 .403
.188 -.188
.225 -.225
1.332 1.958
1.606 -1.006
1.634 -1.034
2.992 1.948
3.089 2.321
4.13 -2.13
4.141 -.971
4.196 -2.846
4.2 -.66
4.211 -2.531
4.22 -1.09
5.226 2.104
5.296 .204
7.456 .934
8.036 1.524
SUM OF RESIDUALS = 0
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LOG MODEL FOR FILE - B:SUNG1
VARIABLES = SHEF (IND.) AND CELL (DEP.)
INTERCEPT
SLOPE
R-SQUARE
PEARSON'S R =
-2.624047
1.266493
.4823152
.6944891
STANDARD ERROR OF ESTIMATE = 2.200778
SIGNIFICANCE OF EQUATION: F = 17.70187 WITH 1, 19 D.F.
STANDARD ERROR OF SLOPE = .3010184
CONFIDENCE INTERVAL FOR SLOPE BASED ON T-STAT. W/ 19 D.F.
1.266-T( .301) < B < 1.266+T( .301)
SUMMARY STATISTICS SHEF (IND.), CELL (DEP.)
SUMX = 91.27177 SUMY = 60.49001 N =21
CORRECTED (for mean) SUM OF SQUARES AND CROSS PRODUCT
SUMXA2= 53.452 SUMYA2= 177.763 SUMXY= 67.637
ANOVA
SS
TABLE
D.F. MS
REGRESSION 85.73763 1 85.73763
ERROR 92.02503 19 4.843423
TOTAL 177.7627 20 kick-kkk-kk
126
YHAT VALUES RESIDUALS IND= SHEF DEP= CELL
-1.093 1.093
-1.002 1.002
-.991 .991
-.667 .667
1.754 -1.754
1.819 -1.819
2.988 .302
3.164 -2.564
3.18 -2.58
3.803 1.137
3.838 1.572
4.16 -2.16
4.163 -.993
4.178 -2.828
4.179 -.639
4.182 -2.502
4.184 -1.054
4.429 2.901
4.444 1.056
4.845 3.545
4.934 4.626
SUM OF RESIDUALS = 0
127
POWER MODEL FOR FILE - B:SUNG1
VARIABLES = SHEF (IND.) AND CELL (DEP.)
INTERCEPT = 1.705981E-09
SLOPE = 3.918909
R-SQUARE = .8507848
PEARSON'S R = .92238
STANDARD ERROR OF ESTIMATE = 2.752759
SIGNIFICANCE OF EQUATION: F = 108.3329 WITH 1, 19 D.F.
STANDARD ERROR OF SLOPE = .3765174
CONFIDENCE INTERVAL FOR SLOPE BASED ON T-STAT. W/ 19 D.F,
3.919-T( .377) < B < 3.919+T( .377)
SUMMARY STATISTICS SHEF (IND.), CELL (DEP.)
SUMX = 91.27177 SUMY = -66.28591 N =21
CORRECTED (for mean) SUM OF SQUARES AND CROSS PRODUCT
SUMXA2= 53.452 SUMYA2= 964.888 SUMXY= 209.475
ANOVA TABLE
SS D.F. MS
REGRESSION 820.912 1 820.912
ERROR 143.976 19 7.577682
TOTAL 964.8879 20 k-kk-kk-k-kk
YHAT VALUES RESIDUALS
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
.001 -.001
.002 -.002
.059 3.231
.102 .498
.108 .492
.739 4.201
.824 4.586
2.231 -.231
2.252 .918
2.357 -1.007
2.365 1.175
2.387 -.707
2.405 .725
5.124 2.206
5.374 .126
18.577 -10.187
24.471 -14.911
128
IND= SHEF DEP= CELL
SUM OF RESIDUALS = -8.8886
129
EXPONENTIAL MODEL FOR FILE - B:SUNG1
VARIABLES = SHEF (IND.) AND CELL (DEP.)
INTERCEPT = 2.390207E-05
SLOPE = 4.834383E-02
R-SQUARE = .6715771
PEARSON'S R = .819498
STANDARD ERROR OF ESTIMATE = 4.08393
SIGNIFICANCE OF EQUATION: F = 38.85225 WITH 1, 19 D.F.
STANDARD ERROR OF SLOPE = 7.755914E-03
CONFIDENCE INTERVAL FOR SLOPE BASED ON T-STAT. W/ 19 D.F,
.048-T( .008) < B < .048+T( .008)
SUMMARY STATISTICS SHEF (IND.), CELL (DEP.)
SUMX = 3251.43 SUMY = -66.28591 N =21
CORRECTED (for mean) SUM OF SQUARES AND CROSS PRODUCT
SUMXA2= 277262.2 SUMYA2= 964.888 SUMXY= 13403.92
ANOVA TABLE
SS D.F. MS
REGRESSION 647.9966 1 647.9966
ERROR 316.8912 19 16.67849
TOTAL 964.8879 20 k-kk-kk-kkk
YHAT VALUES RESIDUALS IND= SHEF
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
.001 3.289
.003 .597
.003 .597
.054 4.886
.068 5.342
.675 1.325
.691 2.479
.78 .57
.786 2.754
.806 .874
.822 2.308
7.602 -.272
8.878 -3.378
1052.057 -1043.667
3791.762 -3782.202
130
DEP= CELL
SUM OF RESIDUALS = -4804.5
